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Editor’s Note and Acknowledgement

Editor’s Note and
Acknowledgement
2018 was an eventful year. We saw a rise in Cyber vigilance particularly among
financial institutions, where regulators released a number of guidelines such as the
Sacco Societies Regulatory Authority (SASRA) guidelines on Cybersecurity and the
Ministry of ICT’s Data Protection Bill-which is still under review in Kenya. On the
flip side, there was an increase in attacks targeting Saccos and other SMEs, not just in
Kenya, but across the African region. Malwares - particularly crypto mining malwares
and ransomware - have been on the rise.
While previously in 2017, we highlighted that Cybersecurity spending was at an
all-time low, we noted a slight improvement in this area, mainly due to the increasing
regulatory demands for organisations to invest in cyber security activities such as
vulnerability assessment, penetration testing, training and other critical Cybersecurity
controls.

Over the 6 years that have led up to this 6th Annual Cyber Security Report we
highlight the trends we have seen/covered so far:

KENYA
CYBER SECURITY
REPORT 2012
EDITION ONE

2012

40

2014

Average number of
security breaches
per company

KENYA
CYBER SECURITY
REPORT 2014
Rethinking Cyber Security –
“An Integrated Approach:
Processes, Intelligence and Monitoring.”
Compiled and published by the Tespok iCSIRT
in partnership with the Serianu Cyber Threat
Intelligence Team and USIU’s Centre for
Informatics Research and Innovation (CIRI), at
the School of Science and Technology.

Brencil Kaimba
Editor-in-chief and Cyber Security
Consultant, Serianu Limited

Rethinking Cybersecurity - “An
Integrated Approach: Process,
Intelligence and Monitoring

$500b
Global cost of
cyber crime

KENYA
CYBER SECURITY
REPORT 2015
Ac hi evi n g E nterpri s e
Cyb er Resi li en ce Th rou g h
Situ at i on al Awaren es s

2015

Achieving Enterprise
Cyber-resilience Through
Situational Awareness

$600b
Global cost of
cyber crime

VPM

Achieving Cyber Security
Resilience: Enhancing Visibility
and Increasing Awareness

KENYA
CYBER SECURITY
REPORT

2016

2016

Achieving Cyber Security
Resilience:
Enhancing Visibility and
Increasing Awareness

port

$175m

Cost of Cyber Security

2017

Demystifying
Africa’s Cyber
Security Poverty Line

Demystifying African’s
Cyber Security
Poverty Line

$210m

Cost of Cyber Security
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What can we learn from breaches/new threats that have emerged?
Going by our 2018 observations, it is clear that African threats are unique to
African organisations. Incidences that were widely reported such as malware
samples, attack vectors including mobile money compromise and SIM Swap
frauds, are unique to the continent. It is important to note that, since most of
the attacks are replicated from one organisation to the other, it is important for
executives in charge of cyber security to share information.

Expectations for 2019
For as long as the attack tactics remain effective, we anticipate that 2018 trends will
continue in 2019. This is both in-terms of cyber-attacks and cyber defense tactics.
Organisations will continue to focus on training their users, enhancing in-house
technical capabilities for Anticipating, Detecting, Responding and Containing
cyber threats.
•

•

•
•
•

Board members will become
more proactive and there will be
a need to streamline Cyber risk
reporting and quantification.
Vendors will be expected to
communicate and show value for
their services in a quantifiable
manner.
Attackers will continue to
engineer unique malware
Regulators will develop stronger
cybersecurity policies
Third party firms, such as
vendors and vulnerable systems,
will be weak links, forming a

•

•

•

primary access compromise
point that needs to be checked
thoroughly.
Malware attacks are expected to
rise, especially locally developed
or re-engineered viruses.
We also anticipate other
industries will rise to the occasion
and develop their own specific
cyber security guidelines, just as
the financial services sector has
done.
Since the skills gap is yet to
narrow, outsourcing will
continue.

01

DID YOU KNOW?
As technology continues
to evolve so also do the
opportunities and challenges it
provides. We are at a crossroads
as we move from a society
already entwined with the
internet to the coming age of
automation, Big Data, and the
Internet of Things (IoT).
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Building Data Partnerships
In an effort to enrich the data we
are collecting, Serianu continues
to build corporate relationships
with like-minded institutions.
We partnered with The
Honeynet Project ™ and other global Cyber intelligence
organisations that share our vision to strengthen the
continental resilience to cyber threats and attacks. As
a result, Serianu has a regular pulse feeds on malicious
activity into and across the continent. Through these
collaborative efforts and using our Intelligent Analysis
Engine, we are able to anticipate, detect and identify
new and emerging threats. The analysis engine enables

us identify new patterns and trends in the Cyber threat
sphere that are unique to Kenya.
Our new Serianu CyberThreat Command Centre (SC3)
Initiative serves as an excellent platform in our mission to
improve the state of Cyber security in Africa. It opens up
collaborative opportunities for Cyber security projects
in academia, industrial, commercial and government
institutions.
For details on how to become a partner and how
your organisation or institution can benefit from
this initiative, email us at info@serianu.com

Design, Layout and Production: Tonn Kriation

Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official position of any
specific organisation or government.
As new research and experience broaden our understanding, changes in research methods or professional practices, may become
necessary. Practitioners and researchers should therefore also rely on their own experience and knowledge in evaluating and using
any information described herein.

For more information contact:
Serianu Limited
info@serianu.com | www.serianu.com
Copyright © Serianu Limited, 2018
All rights reserved
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Foreword
Welcome to the 6th edition of the
Cyber Security Report. Each year,
we tackle key themes that capture
the spirit of core matters that
the industry needs to address to
make progress. This time, we are
highlighting the need to raise our
collective level of training, upgrade
certification and even more crucial,
build the new talent pipeline by
actively skilling high school and
technical institution students.
Just as the sun will rise from the east
and set in the west daily, the demand
for cyber security professionals will
continue to grow, largely driven
by the degree with which both the
public and private sectors have
continued to embrace the use of
information and communication
technology (ICT). Even though ICT
is evolving rapidly and organisational
leadership is raising the priority
given to cyber security risk, a lot
more still needs to be done to
empower professionals.
Our take, is that there is a higher
focus on certification than skills
acquisition. The first is theoretical;
the second is gained by practice.
While certification is highly
encouraged for formal employment,
we need to build a pool of
professionals that have a balance
with skill in order to strengthen
the overall capability to deal with
emerging cyber security threats. This
report shows that cyber security
losses have been mounting annually,
over the past six years.
We estimate that today, Kenya
needs at least 10,000 cyber security
professionals to keep abreast with

the number of organisations in need
of this critical skill, yet we have
observed that each year, just about
100 new personnel join the market.
In another five years, going by the
current rate of technology uptake,
we anticipate that the country will
need at least 50,000 cyber security
professionals.
To refine their capability further,
Serianu has summarized the skill
needs in three broad categories
i.e. understanding, attribution and
deterrence.
Understanding refers to the need
to have a broader perspective of
the events that are happening and
tools being used, while attribution
covers pin pointing the perpetrators.
It is only then that can deterrence
take place, because by now the
perpetrators are known. Backed by
the law, it is then easier to enforce
regulations. A structured approach
to assessing and addressing the cyber
security landscape shows us our
collective primary areas of focus.
This way we will begin to actively
narrow the cyber security skills gap,
a factor that we have established
plays an enormous role in the
whole industry’s need to strengthen
organisational cyber security.
Fortunately, the solutions are now
available locally, integrating modern,
state- of -the -art facilities for on job
practical training manned by a pool
of highly experienced trainers.

3 critical issues organisations are
grappling WITH
CYBER UNDERSTANDING

is the process of continuously
monitoring and detecting
network activities to better
understand active threats in the
environment.
CYBER Attribution

is the process of examining
forensic evidence and identifying
the actual/real perpetrators of
an cyber criminal activity.
CYBER Deterrence

refers to the process of
discouraging cyber criminals
from carrying our cyber attacks
through instilling doubt or fear
of the consequences.

William Makatiani
CEO, Serianu Limited

2018
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2018 Highlights

2018 Highlights
1700

Cyber Security Skilled
Professionals in Kenya

Skills shortage at senior management
and mid management levels

60%

of Companies to face talent
shortage of Cybersecurity
professionals in 2019

Constraint when
recruiting
Cybersecurity
professionals

1
2

11%
7%

26%
cost of cybercrime
$295M in Kenya in 2018

successfully prosecuted
Cyber crimes

Locally engineered
malwares are on the rise
Increased targeted
ATM attacks

Lack of solid
experience
High remuneration
rates

Increase in organisational spend in
cybersecurity in 2017 to 2018
of respondents spend
above $10000

reported Cyber crime
incidents to the police

Increased Targeted
Phishing Attacks

50%

Increased involvement
of Board members on
matters cybersecurity

2018
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Top Trends for 2018

Over 2018 the Serianu Cyber Intelligence team has seen a number of
trends develop which may impact your organisation’s operations and
exposure to cyber risk as summarized below:

MALWARE ATTACKS
Malware keeps going from worse
to worse. In 2018 we encountered
dangerous malware such as Emotet
also dubbed (Payments.xls), Trickbot,
and Zeus Panda. Our research team
identified unique variants of these
malwares. Criminals are increasingly
tweaking malwares and banking
trojans to better target organisations.
Global malwares such NSA malware
and shadow brokers are now being
deployed in Africa.
A close relative of banking malware
is crypto mining malware. The rise of
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
such as Neo, Etheurium etc. took
Kenyans by storm. Hackers are
placing crypto mining software on
devices, networks, and websites at
an alarming rate. The impact of these
attacks being:
•
•
•

Financial Impact - drives up the
electric bill.
Performance Impact: slows
down machines.
Maintenance Impact:
Detrimental to the hardware as
the machines can burn out or run
more slowly.

From our survey, crypto miners
are targeting popular Kenyan
manufacturing, educational and
financial institutions, installing these
crypto miners on core servers and user
endpoints.

In order to prevent such exploitation
it is critical that enterprises employ a
multi-layered cybersecurity strategy
that protects against both established
malware cyber-attacks and brand new
threats.

CYBER SECURITY
SKILL GAP
One of the major trends pointed
out last year was the lack of local
cybersecurity skillsets in Kenyan
organisations. With the cost of
cybercrime increasing every year
across Kenya, this is still a challenge to
the nation.
From our analysis, we identified
this skill gap comes from two major
sources. Few skillsets in the nation
and an inability for companies to
have a proper cybersecurity team
and strategy. With the number of
SMEs and large organisations in the
country facing cyber security threats,
compared to the number of certified
security professionals in Kenya - 1700
it is clear that Kenyan businesses
are an easy target for both local and
international hackers. Some companies
in Kenya who hire security skillsets
fail to understand the strength of
the skillsets hence confer all roles to
an individual. For example, an IT
administrator with little or no training
on security is conferred the role of
the security engineer in an application
development company.

01

DID YOU KNOW?
Emotet is
A BANKING TROJAN
zz EVADES TYPICAL SIGNATURE-BASED
DETECTION
zz SPREADS THROUGH EMAILS OR LINKS
zz

Emotet infections have cost state,
local, tribal, and territorial (SLTT)
governments up to $1 million per
incident to remediate.
US-CERT

1700
Cyber Security Skilled

Professionals in Kenya

2018
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DID YOU KNOW?
3rd party API integration service
providers are a lucrative target
for hackers due to the vast
amount of transaction and data
they process.

Our analysis also discovered that
Kenyan companies are reluctant
to develop the skillsets of their
security team through frequent
trainings and certifications. This
is due to the fact that information
security is information security is
still seen as an expense rather than a
return on investment. This is where
organisations fail to understand
that their team’s posture should
be proactive against constant and
evolving new threats.

Third Party Exposure
Outsourcing enables organisations to
focus on their core business. However,
this relationship is often based on
Service Level Agreements and TRUST.
However, that third party trust must
be earned. Examples of third party
vulnerabilities include:
•
•
•

Compromise of vendor accounts
through key loggers
Collusion of vendor staff and
malicious hackers
Intentional system compromise
by vendors (deletion of database,
turning off CCTV, firewall
misconfiguration etc)

How to reduce exposure?

When a company gives 3rd
parties access to its data
and sensitive information,
the company is still
responsible and legally
liable for that information.
Margaret Ndungu, Risk
Consultant

•

•

•

Maintain primary control over
who has access, and at what level,
to network systems (especially
production systems).
Monitor vendor access
(especially remote access) within
the network 24/7.
Get your own house in order by
ensuring that physical, internal
and operational security controls
are in place to secure data that
may be accessed by external
vendors.

SIM SWAP
SIM swap has become a lucrative
enterprise in Kenya particularly
because of the increased adoption of
mobile money services and mobile
number based authentication.
Attackers gather enough information
on a target such as ID details and Pin
numbers etc through confidence tricks
they create a false identity. Using this
information, the attackers then contact
the service provider and request for a
SIM card replacement and thereafter
start transacting using your phone
number. With the rise of internet and
mobile banking attackers can easily
access your bank account and transfer
money to parallel malicious accounts
that they have created. The attacker
can can empty your mobile money
and bank funds and transfer all your
bonga points!
That said, there are number of ways to
combat SIM fraud:
•

•

•

•

Introducing additional checks
for SIM reissuing such as
voice recognition and security
questions.
Introducing User behavioral
analysis (UBA) especially for
financial institutions to monitor
for key indicators of compromise
and alert the customers.
Adopting the IMSI (International
Mobile Subscriber Identity) — a
unique number associated with a
specific GSM phone — to ensure
one-time use codes are sent only
to legitimate subscribers.
Mobile phone users can check
whether their SIM card number
and IMSI are the same. If there is
a discrepancy, your bank could
contact you by email or landline
to check.

2018
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•

Users should also exercise due
diligence whereby they checkin with their ISP regularly
to validate if any SIM cards
have been issued without their
knowledge.

POVERTY AND
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES
Kenya has a high unemployment rate
amongst the youth aged 24 to 30. This
acts as a driver for professionals out of
work to look for other income streams
that are illegal.
Additionally disgruntled employees are
the biggest threat in cybersecurity.

BRING YOUR OWN
DEVICES (BYOD)
With the changing trends in the use of
technology, most people are always
online. Devices such as personal mobile
phones, tablets and laptops inevitably
find themselves connected to the an
organisation’s network. These devices
have become the weakest link and one
such infected device, could spread
malware across the organisation’s
internal network, cause losses worth
millions in finances and data.

FAKE NEWS
The near instantaneous spread of
digital information means that some
of the costs of misinformation may
be hard to reverse and difficult to
respond to, especially when confidence
and trust are undermined. WhatsApp
is seen as the most used platform to
disseminate fake news.

Instances of Fake news
1
During the 2017 election, pictures and
videos of the 2007/2008 Post Election
violence were being circulated to incite
violence. The social media channels used
were mainly Whatsapp, Twitter and
Facebook.

03

DID YOU KNOW?
In 2018, at least 17 countries
approved or proposed laws that
would restrict online media
in the name of fighting “fake
news” and online manipulation.
Freedomhouse.org

2
In 2013, it is widely believed that one of the
triggers of the South Sudanese civil war was
attributed to a Facebook post that claimed
First Vice President Riak Machar had been
arrested by government forces. This post
turned out not only to be untrue, but was
posted by someone in Nairobi while the
talks were happening in Juba. Over 5000
people lost their lives in the ensuing civil
war.

The real impact of the growing interest
in fake news has been the realization
that the public might not be wellequipped to tell the difference between
true and fake information.
Modern technology gives fraudsters
the fuel and platforms to instantly
access millions of people.
The tech industry can and must do
better to ensure the internet meets
its potential to support individuals’
wellbeing and social good. It should
use its intelligent algorithms and
human expertise to glean and clean out
such information as it is uploaded.

Fake news have far
reaching consequences
such as murders, reputation
damage, election loss e.t.c
@janegodia
@AMWIK Association of
Media Women in Kenya
(AMWIK)
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Sub Saharan Africa IT Security
Landscape and Trends 2018-2019
Security outlook 2019

Breaches will continue to outpace spend.
Threats will evolve faster than enterprise security.
zz Security spending will be frequently misaligned with business needs and unrealistic risk mitigation
zz Security awareness and skills remain a significant challenge across all organisations
zz Increased adoption of cloud based security solutions and security managed services
zz Emerging technologies will be disproportionately vulnerable and targeted
zz Early uptake of advanced security solutions such as artificial intelligence security tools for behavioral analytics
zz
zz

CIO perspectives of IT spending and focus
Cyber security and privacy technologies
Mobile technologies for customer engagement
Data aggrega�on and analy�cs tools
System/applica�on intergra�on technologies
Internet of Things
Socially enabled business processes
Cloud compu�ng
Cogni�ve technologies / AI
Wearable compu�ng
Robo�cs
3D Prin�ng
0%

10% 20% 30% 40%
High
Moderate
Low

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

Source 1: IDC

According to IDC’s annual CIO Survey 2018, cyber security and privacy technologies rank the highest in importance for organisations looking at digital
transformation.
Various Dx technologies are hotspots for (in) security:
zz Cloud (Spectre/Meltdown)
zz IoT (auth/poisoning/DoS)
zz AI/cognitive (subversion/DoS)
zz Shadow IT (leakage/authentication/BC)
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Challenges in managing security
Lack of suﬃcient IT security budgets
Keeping abreast of threats
Shortage of skilled IT security personnel
Lack of employee adherence to policy
Lack of mature security policies
Keeping abreast of security technologies and solu�ons
Lack of execu�ve management support
Compliance with industry or sector regula�ons
Lack of, or out-of-date security policy
Compliance with government regula�ons
Lack of overall security strategy for the organiza�on
Lack of quality security services providers
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Source 2: IDC

Security as a Service spending

Security as a Service Spending 2015-2021 (US$ millions)

$25
$20
$15
$10
$5
$

2015

2016

2017
Kenya

2018
Nigeria

2019

2020

2021

South Africa

Source 3: IDC

Kenya has a growing service-oriented view of IT management, from
outsourcing to contract support, and security is now an established
part of that. Still some way to go to acceptance and maturity, but the
market is picking up.
zz In Nigeria, it’s mainly continuity-based (backup, DR, BC) except
for large enterprises, where there’s a more holistic security view,
especially in MNCs. Endpoint security as a service is making decent
progress too.
zz RSA has a mature security-as-a-service market, plenty of service
providers including some exporting skills internationally. Still heavily
skewed towards the top organisations though, especially in BFSI and
healthcare - for the mid-market and down it’s still a grudge or postincident engagement.
zz In all these markets, there’s a fairly clear sense that end-user
organisations can’t effectively keep up with cutting edge security.
You either do the basics and hope the worst doesn’t happen, or you
outsource some of it. So the TAM ceiling for security as a service is
really about awareness, not need.
zz

New Age CISO
Communicator

Expert on Security

Trusted Advisor
People
Manager

Essen�al Guidance

Always Informed

2018
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...Fake News cont'd

Legal Action or Regulation Against
Fake News

About IDC
International Data Corporation
(IDC) is the premier global
provider of market intelligence,
advisory services, and events
for the information technology,
telecommunications, and consumer
technology markets. With more
than 1,100 analysts worldwide,
IDC offers global, regional, and
local expertise on technology and
industry opportunities and trends
in over 110 countries.
IDC has been present in Africa
since 1999 and serves the
continent through a network of
offices in Johannesburg, Nairobi,
Lagos, and Cairo, combining
local insights with international
perspectives to provide IT vendors,
channel partners, telcos, and
end-user organisations with a
comprehensive understanding of
the dynamic markets that make up
this diverse region.

Given
IDC’s
respected
standing
in the
market, we have also established
close working relationships with
governments throughout Africa,
providing them with in-depth
consultancy services designed
to inform a new generation of
technology policies, strategies,
and regulations for the digital
era.
As Africa’s digital transformation
narrative continues to evolve, IDC
is perfectly positioned to help IT
vendors, service providers, and
channel partners build long-term
partnerships, deliver lasting
business value, and provide the
local context required to enable
success.

You can follow IDC Sub-Saharan Africa on Twitter at @IDC_SSA.

A new law in Kenya is the latest in
East Africa to punish the spreading
of “false information” and impose
a lengthy jail term on offenders. It
proposes a fine of KES. 5million
($50,000) and/or up to two years
in prison for publishing “false”
information. The Computer Misuse
and Cybercrimes law also criminalizes
abuse on social media and cyber
bullying.
Critics of the “fake news” laws in
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania say they
are meant to muzzle independent
media. According to Kenya’s Editor’s
Guild, the law “may be abused by
state authorities to curtail media
freedom”.
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Survey Analysis

The 2018 Cybersecurity Survey provides insight into what Kenyan
organisations are doing to protect their information and assets, in light
of increasing cyber-attacks and compromises impacting them.
Based on the feedback from over 300 IT and security professionals, an analysis of the findings yielded a few notable
themes, which are explored in greater detail in this report and highlights are summarized below:

Respondents Profile
Industries Surveyed
To ensure that the results of our survey and research provide a nationwide representation of the state of Cybersecurity we
interviewed and questioned several people across a broad spectrum of industries.

35%

Government

27%

Financial Services

11%
10%

Telecommunication
Private Sector

Healthcare Services
Cyber Security
Insurance
Academia

%

300

3%
3%
3%
2%
2%

Professional Services

0

graph 1: industries surveyed.

5

Government was
the highest surveyed
respondent

IT & Security Professionals
respondents

10

15

20

25

30

35

2018
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BYOD, Cloud and IoT
Getting more for less and saving costs are just few of the key motivators and driving forces for Kenyan businesses. The
Bring Your Own Device, Cloud computing and IoT era has redefined this notion within modern corporate landscape.
We asked our respondents whether or not they utilize these systems:
CHART 1: BYOD USAGE.

Does your organisation
allow the use of Bring
Your Own Devices
(BYODs)?

65%

35%

57%

43%

YES

NO

CHART 2: CLOUD SERVICES/ IOT USAGE.

Does your organization
allow/utilize Cloud
Services or Internet of
Things Tech

YES

NO

The global BYOD and Enterprise Mobility market is expected to
double from $35bn in 2016 to $73bn in 2021 according to Miranex
research, while the global cloud computing market is expected to
cross $1 Trillion by 2024, according to Market Research Media. There
are more people working on laptops and mobile devices such as
tablets and smartphones the main reasons for this adoption are:

the Global cloud computing
market is expected to cross
$1 trillion by 2024.
Market Research Media

•
•

IT managers value the increased personal productivity that
comes with BYOD
General users:- with remote working becoming increasingly
popular, more workers require the flexibility of working outside
the office and outside of the normal working hours.
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BYOD, Cloud Policies
Organisations may be quick to use devices such as tablets, IPads and smart mobile phones as attractive perks or even
transfer some of the device costs to their employees. However, the management of these devices has still not been
prioritized. We asked our respondents whether or not they have a policy or framework to guide on usage of these
technologies:
CHART 3: BYOD POLICY

Does your organisation
have a best practice
policy for BYOD?

56%

44%

68%

32%

YES

NO

CHART 4: IOT AND CLOUD SERVICES BEST PRACTICE

Does your organization
have a best practice
policy for IoT and Cloud
Services?

YES

NO

BYOD/IoT present the following challenges:

Recommendations

•

•

•

Widespread adoption of BYOD reduced
standardization and increased complexity
Integration concerns particularly with existing
infrastructures, device support, and increased
exposure to a variety of information security
hazards

Key challenges in integrating data sources
•
•
•
•

Limited capabilities for real-time data integration
Ever-growing volume of data
•
Increasing data complexity and formats
Changing security requirements

Without a proper framework to provide guidance on
the use of these technologies, organisations run the
risk of Cyberattacks.

Mission critical
devices that rely
on a standard PC
platform should not
be attached to a WAN
unless absolutely
necessary and need to
be safeguarded from
access by non-critical
personnel.
Always patch IoT
devices with the latest
software and firmware
updates to mitigate
vulnerabilities.

04

DID YOU KNOW?
Attackers are taking advantage
of the increased use and lack
of monitoring of personal
devices within organisations to
introduce rogue devices that
are then used to compromise the
network.
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Cyber Crime
The explosion of online fraud and cyber-crime affected almost 58% of all our respondents, mostly because of the roles
they play in their organisations. This means majority of attackers are targeting organisations and people working for these
organisations.

Have you been a victim of any cybercriminal activity in the last 5 years?
CHART 7: CYBER CRIME VICTIMS.

Have you been a victim
of any cybercriminal
activity in the last 5
years? In what capacity?

In what capacity, have
you been a victim of
cybercrime?

58%

42%

YES

54%
WORK

NO

39%
PERSONAL

7%
BOTH

WHY YOU ARE A TARGET

On average, organisations
victimized by CEO fraud attacks
lose between $25,000 and
$75,000.
FBI Alert 2016

Who

Why

How

HR Managers

Have direct access to payroll
systems and information

Social Engineering

Board

Have access to sensitive
information such company
strategy, bank approvals and audit
reports

Phishing e-mails

System
Administrators

Custodians of credentials to critical Use of Keyloggers
infrastructure
Network sniffing

Finance Executives

Have authority to process
payments

Phishing e-mails
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Impact of Cyber Crime
We asked the respondents to state the impacts experienced after the cyber attack. The biggest impact affecting both
corporates and individuals was loss of money. It was interesting to note that inconvenience and psychological harm had a
greater impact on individuals.

For corporate organizations

40
35

For individuals

40%
31%

30

26%

24%

25

19%

20

17%

14%

15

9%

10

6%

5
0

Loss of Money

Downtime

21%

Reputation Damage

Inconvenience

Psychological Harm

graph 2: IMPACTS OF CYBERCRIME: CORPORATE VS INDIVIDUALS.

This presents one conclusion that majority of attacks
in Africa are motivated by financial gain – suggesting
reasons why financial institutions, Saccos and
organisations that deal primarily with transaction
processing are primary targets for the Cyber-attacks.
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Reporting of Cyber Crime
Internet-related crime, like any other crime, should be reported to appropriate law enforcement or investigative
authorities. Citizens who are aware of cyber crimes should report them to local offices of cyber law enforcement.

If you have been a victim of cybercrime, what action followed?

2018

2017

77%

80
70
60
50

50%

40
30
20

15%

10
0

4%
Did not report to
the police

Reported to the police, who
followed it up to successful
prosecution

graph 3: REPORTING OF Cybercrime .

•
•
•

14%

13%

2018 saw an 11% increase in the number of people
who reported Cyber crime incidents to the police.
7% increase in the number of successfully
prosecuted Cybersecurity incidents.
However, we also witnessed an increase in the
number of incidents that were not acted upon by
the law enforcement.

6%
Reported to the police, who
followed it up but no
successful prosecution

9%

Reported to the police with
no further action

8%

4%

Did not know how to report
to the police
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Cyber Security Spending
Organisations are now investing more to achieve cybersecurity
resilience. From our analysis in 2016, 95% of respondents invested
less than $5,000 on cyber security during the year. In 2017, we saw
a slight improvement of 7% whereby 88% reported to have spent
less than $5,000 on cyber security. In 2018, 26% of respondents
spent above $10,000. Further analysis also revealed that majority of
organisations which spend $10,000 and above are from the banking
and financial sectors. This not surprising since these industries are the
most targeted.

38%

$ 1-1000

26%

$ 10000+

19%

$ 1001-5000

9%
8%

$ 5000-10000

$0
% 0

5

10

15

20

majority of this
category had

25

30

1000
35

employees
40

graph 4: Cybersecurity spend.

Managing Cyber Security
74% of organisations manage their cyber security inhouse while 12% have oursourced these services to an external party
(MSSP or ISP). More companies are now developing inhouse capabilities to manage cyber security, this is the case with
banking, saccos and financial institutions.

2018
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How is your organisation’s cyber security managed?

Inhouse by someone
incharge of policies

74%
12%

Inhouse Cert
Outsourced to independent
specialist or organisation

6%
5%

By ISP

3%

Don’t Know
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

graph 5: Cybersecurity management.

Cyber Security Testing Techniques
Security testing is a process that is performed with the intention of revealing flaws in security mechanisms and finding
the vulnerabilities or weaknesses in the environment. Recent security breaches of systems underscore the importance of
ensuring that your security testing efforts are up to date. From the survey, 63% of respondents perform a combination of
vulnerability assessments, penetration testing and audits. 6% perform penetration testing while 24% perfrom audits. All
these testing techniques work best when applied concurrently.

Which of the following security testing techniques does your organisation use?

24%

Audits

6%

Penetration Testing

Despite these statistics, fixing identified gaps was found
to be a major challenge for organisations. On average,
businesses took between 100 to 120 days to fix an
established vulnerability. Yet, a vulnerability is most
likely to be exploited in the first 60 days of its release —
and 90% likely to be successful.

5%

Vulnerability Assessment

63%

All the above

3%

Dont know
0

graph 6: Security testing techniques.
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Cyber Security Awareness
The level of cybersecurity awareness in Kenya is still low with 15% of organisations not having an established cyber
security training program.Most organisations (23%) are also still very reactive when it comes to cyber security training,
these organisations train their staff only when there is an incident or problem. This is worrying considering 54% of all
cyber attacks reported in the survey was through work. Having said that, important to point out that 63% of respondents
reported to have a regular training program in place. This is a 7% increase from 2017. The importance of having regular
security training for employees cannot be over emphasised.

How often are staff trained on cybersecurity risks?

5%

Weekly

15%

Never

16%

Monthly
Only if there
is a Problem

23%
42%

Yearly
0
graph 7: Staff Training.

The slow response particularly
by the IT teams due to large
volume of vulnerabilities and
limited cybersecurity skills
leaves a lot of organisations
vulnerable to cyber attacks.

10

20

30

40

50
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The State of Cybersecurity
in Kenya’s Public Sector

Is there a coherent, cross-government
strategy on Cybersecurity in Kenya? What
initiatives have been put in place to enhance
Cybersecurity in government institutions?
Yes, in 2014 the government of Kenya launched the
national cybersecurity strategy as a guide aimed at
securing Kenya’s cyberspace while leveraging the use of ICT
to promote economic growth. Although much has been done
in executing the strategy, it requires constant improvement
and review as cyber security is an everchanging landscape.
Among the initiatives originating from the strategy has
been the creation of the Information Security Standard,
establishment of Kenya National Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI), review of Access to Information Act and enactment of
the Computer Misuse and Cybercrime Act.

Are there partnerships between government
audit offices across Africa?
Yes, government audit offices commonly known as Supreme
Audit Institutions (SAIs), in Africa established an umbrella
body called African Organisation of Supreme Audit
Institutions (AFROSAI) in 1979 which is further divided into
AFROSAI-E and AFROSAI-F for English and French speaking
countries, respectively. The main aim of this unity is to
promote the exchange of ideas, knowledge and experiences
among member SAIs. One of the areas AFROSAI-E is
focusing on is IT audit and security, with SAI Kenya being
an active member in this domain.

What new digital initiatives have been
developed in the public sector over the last
5 years?
Significant digital transformation initiatives have been
witnessed in Kenya’s public sector in the recent past. A
key highlight has been the launch of the e-citizen platform
which has enabled access to most government services
online. Others include:zz

Digitization of registries including lands, courts, motor
vehicles and citizens “huduma” database

zz

Adoption of biometric registration and verification of
voters, and elections results transmission

zz

Automation of revenue collection systems by Kenya
Revenue Authority and County Governments

zz

Automation of audit management and the use of data
analytics by the Office of the Auditor-General

Digitization within government presents
major risks for governments particularly
data leakage and fraud. What is being done to
reduce these cases?
In order to reduce these risks centered on data leakage
and fraud, the government of Kenya has been keen to
enhance corporate governance in Ministries Departments
and Agencies (MDAs). In 2016, the government through
the Ministry of ICT launched an ICT policy aimed at
addressing some of the technology and information risks.
The enactment of the Computer Misuse and Cybercrime Act,
review of Access to Information Act, and most recently the
initiation of Data Protection Bill are all initiatives aimed
at curbing unauthorized access to systems, data leakage
and or misuse of information. Courts are now admitting
digital evidence through the new laws while the Office of
the Auditor General is using business intelligence tools
and data analytics to detect fraud perpetrated through
electronic systems.

Does the Government engage the private
sector or academia in its cybersecurity work?
Cybersecurity is an emerging area in Kenya and most
government entities do not have the capacity to deal with
cybersecurity issues. Some entities are working hand-inhand with the private sector and Universities, especially on
capacity building. How effective are these partnerships?
In my opinion, there is still room for improvement on how
the government has been engaging with private sector
on cybersecurity. There is need for a more structured
collaboration across government entities, and by
extension private sector and academia especially on cyber
intelligence sharing and capacity building.

What key cybersecurity competencies are
lacking within the public sector?
The public sector has a large pool of ICT professionals but
very few have cybersecurity competencies. In my opinion,
there are competency gaps on specialized domains of
cybersecurity but these are more pronounced in software
applications security, cyber incident response and malware
analysis.

Martin Kilungu

Information Security Office
Office of the Auditor-General - Kenya

It is said that public sector does not attract
young people. What is your view on this?
The public sector does attract young talent especially in
this age of unemployment but the motivation is low. The
key issue is the perception that public sector has a culture
of laziness and lack of professionalism. Most young people
are energetic, passionate and curious and require a flexible
working environment with innovation as the core objective.

What can be done to ensure that we attract
young talent within government and public
sector?
Public sector entities need to champion a culture change
and foster a professional working environment in order to
attract and retain young people. By adopting technology,
innovation and enhancing employee terms of employment,
the government can attract young talent and reverse the
current trend where young people think public sector is a
place to work towards retirement.

With the continued digitization of the economy,
intensifying cyber-attacks and expanding skill
gap, lack of specialized skills in cybersecurity
if not well addressed may become a national
vulnerability in most countries. Governments will
need to give special attention to cybersecurity
including reviewing their strategies and legislations,
and collaborating more with the cybersecurity
community and academic institutions. Organisations
without relevant professionals will need to look
within and reskill and retrain interested staff.
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Addressing Cyber Security skills gap
in the Enterprise environment

joseph mathEnge

Chief Operations Officer, Serianu Limited

“When you were made a leader, you weren’t given a crown, you were given
the responsibility to bring out the best in others.” – Jack Welch

b.

The challenge to attract and retain skilled talent
is arguably an age-old problem. One that probably
has hundreds of books written about it as well as
countless hours in formal training or conference
sessions to understand. In stating so, it is
therefore apparent that this is not a new challenge
and there is no single perfect solution to resolve it.
That there is no single solution therefore presents
the best chance to effectively manage it. In
that there are probably several suggestions and
recommendations that one can employ in finding
what best works for your organisation.

c.

Addressing the skills gap in cyber security in our
region will require certain key fundamentals.
zz

Attract and hire the right candidate.

zz

Provide a challenging and interesting
environment to keep them engaged and
performing at a high level – Retention.

zz

Willingness and ability to let go when the
moment is right for separation.

I will discuss these concepts in brief.
1.

Attract the right candidate.

This is a fundamental step that requires some
critical thinking in developing the Job Description
used to advertise and hire as well as measure the
fulfilment of the position.
a.

What is the critical function of the
role? What should the incumbent do
on a daily, weekly and monthly basis.
What is most important function that
will be addressed in it? Is it technical
e.g. configuring a firewall or an IDS or
will the person need to lead in policy
design and implementation.

2.

Temperament of the ideal candidate.
This seeks to understand what attitude
and personality that would deliver
effectively on the role. A technical
person would need to show a desire
to constantly sharpen these skills to
keep pace with the ever-changing
technology. A risk manager on the
other hand may require strong
analytical as well as technical writing
skills in order to effectively advice the
business on emerging risks.
Interest and challenge for a
prospective respondent. A technical
job can be arduous and consume long
hours. It’s imperative to show to a
prospective candidate that the role will
hold their interest as well as present
new challenges that require unique
and timely resolutions.

Total compensation and benefits package.

In any given job we all expect to get paid. The
difference comes down to an understanding of
what a candidate believes they deserve and how
the organisation measures up to that standard.
A few may be lucky to get paid more than they
anticipated while some may feel disgruntled in
receiving far lower than they expected. Salary
pay at the end of the month should however only
make up one component of the total compensation
package. There a number of considerations here in
attracting and retaining the right candidate.
a.

Right pay as measured by industry
standard. This can be hard to establish
particularly in a unique field like cyber
security. It is imperative however that
organisation seeks to learn what other
organisations like them are paying and

ensure that the match or exceed it
where possible.
b.

Bonus and/or employee stock
options. Bonuses and stock options
offer an extension of the base
pay. In it, an organisation provides
additional payment dependent on the
performance of both the individual
and the company and as all do well
additional monies can be paid out.
I find this to be a motivator for an
individual to not only do their job,
but also gain an understanding of the
business model being executed and
how they contribute to it. Done well,
the bonus pay-out as well as stock
options endears the individual to the
organisation.

c.

Other financial compensation - health
insurance, retirement planning. An
organisation needs to show an interest
and investment in the well-being
of their people. The human body
occasionally breaks down and may
require medical attention to recover.
A well-designed wellness program that
includes medical insurance coverage
including dental and vision goes a long
way in showing this. Building in sick
days separate from leave days that an
individual can use during an illness
shows this as well. As we get older and
not able to work as well there needs to
be a plan for retirement that is partial
sponsored by employers.
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3.

Retain the talent.

financial benefits of a job. Skilled
talent with opportunity and career
growth path within the organisation
will tend to remain steady as
they work their way through the
organisation structure. You must show
a career growth path and also show
how one can fairly work towards it
and achieve it.

Retention of Cyber Security skilled personnel is
a skill on its own. It is a difficult task to find and
train these skills and as such an organisation
needs to invest in retaining them.
a.

b.

Recognize and reward performance.
In the section above, we delved into
financial compensation as a tool to
attract candidates. In retaining them
we take this further in finding nonmonetary methods to recognize and
reward performance. Everyone likes
to be appreciated and it occurring
at the work place is very rewarding.
Organisations need to build in
rewards such as discretionary leave
days, a night out for dinner or to the
movies or even company retreats to
add avenues to reward performances.
b.Opportunity for career growth. We
spend a significant time of our days
at the work place. We must then be
able to see a path of growth that
creates a motivation beyond the

c.

Technical training and conferences.
Cyber security is a dynamic field.
The most skilled individuals spend
time and resources to keep up with
the field. As an organisation, it is
imperative that we participate in
this upskilling in both encouraging
individuals to seek it as well as
promoting it by sponsoring some
technical training and attendance of
security conferences. In challenging
individuals learn a new skill every
year as well as encouraging them
to attend conferences where they
can meet and network with other
professionals is key in retaining them.

4.

Be willing to let go.

We have argued extensively about encouraging
self-development and career growth. This can
be a double edge sword as the more skilled
an individual becomes the more attractive to
others and risks the valuable employee in getting
‘poached’. This is okay. Work very hard to both
attract and retain the talent in offering a unique
work environment but be able to let go. It’s
important that we allow the individual to explore
and exploit their potential including pursuit of
opportunities outside of the organisation.
In conclusion, managing skilled talent requires
deliberate action. Finding the right candidate
that possess the skills to perform the task at
hand and ensuring that you do everything to
retain them. But perhaps most importantly in all
this is to inspire and create the environment that
brings out the very best in them.
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Cost of Cybercrime

2018 analysis of Cost of Cybercrime is based on our assessments,
focusing on reported annual cybersecurity budgets, incidents of
cybercrime, our insider knowledge when handling cases of cybercrime
and estimates.
Reported Cost of Cybercrime

Direct Cost:

$88.5m

4000000
3500000
3000000
2500000
2000000
1500000
1000000
500000
0

Computer
Compromise

Email and
Phishing

Transaction Channels
(IB/Card/EFT)

Identity Theft

Amount
Involved $

3,490,000

1,800,000

980,000

780,000

Amount
Lost $

2,355,000

1,010,000

970,000

720,000

Amount
Recovered $

1,135,000

870,000

10,000

60,000

Indirect Costs:

$206.5m

MOST AFFECTED INDUSTRIES
1

Saccos

2

Banking

3

Financial Services
Intergrators

4

Betting Firms

5

Government

Amount Involved

Amount Lost

Amount Recovered

Amount Lost vs Amount Recovered

AMOUNT
RECOVERED ($)

29%

AMOUNT
LOST ($)

71%
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Reported and Non-reported Cost of Cybercrime
Over 90% of Cybercrime cases go unreported. As such, we undertook to provide an approximate value of the overall cost
of Cybercrime. This analysis decomposes the cost based on these 2 categories:

Direct Costs
•
•

Costs as a consequence of cybercrime, such as direct loss of money and confidential records.
Costs in response to cybercrime, such as compensation payments to victims and fines paid to regulatory bodies.

Indirect costs
•
•

Costs in anticipation of cybercrime, such as antivirus software, insurance and compliance.
Costs as a consequence of cybercrime such as reputational damage to firms, loss of confidence in cyber transactions
by individuals and businesses, reduced public-sector revenues and the growth of the underground economy. Indirect
costs such as weakened competitiveness as a result of intellectual property compromise.

INDIRECT COSTS

Estimated Indirect
Cost (USD)

Financial Services
(Banking, Insurance,
Saccos and MFI)

64,350,000.00

Government and
Public Sector

59,650,000.00

Service Providers
(Telcos, Fin-tech,
Betting, Financial apps)

48,000,000.00

Healthcare, Hospitality
and Retail

7,000,000.00

Others

27,500,000.00

Technologies

Process

People

•

SIEM

•

Penetration testing

•

•

Network Access Controls

•

Audit

General Awareness
Training

•

IPS/IDS

•

Forensic Investigations

•

Technical Training

•

Active Directory

•

Risk Assessment

•

Board Training

•

Vulnerability Management
Solutions

•

Compliance Review

•

•

Post-Implementation
Review

Business Managers
Training

•

BCP/DR Testing and
Review

•

PAM

•

Antivirus

•

HIDS

•

Proxy

•

WAF

•

Load Balancer

Total Indirect Loss: $206,500,000.00
DIRECT COSTS

Estimated Direct Cost (USD) Activities

Financial Services (Banking, Insurance, Saccos and MFI)

28,000,000.00

•

Government and Public Sector

25,500,000.00

Service Providers (Telcos, Fin-tech, Betting, Financial apps)

20,000,000.00

Healthcare, Hospitality and Retail

3,000,000.00

•
•
•
•
•

Others

12,000,000.00

Total Direct Loss: $88,500,000.00

Data hijacking (ransomware
attack)
Money lost
Fines from regulators
Law suits
Claims and Cyber Insurance
Forensic Investigations
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TRENDS, CHALLENGES, DEVELOPMENTS AND
CYBER SECURITY SKILLS GAP THAT EXISTS IN
TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR

ERIC mugo
Senior Manager, Fraud Investigation
Safaricom PLC

What do you think is the greatest challenge facing the
Telecommunication sector?

at the grass root level. This has been achieved by reaching out to local and
vernacular media houses and radio stations to help spread the awareness.

The main challenge of the telco sector is that it has remained a great channel
that is used by attackers to commit fraud.

Technological controls have also been implemented to prevent simswaps or offer
a quick detection path such that the lines suspended before any damage is
done. Since then, reported cases of SIM swapping have greatly reduced.

The next frontier of concern that the Telco ecosystem should be aware of is:
zz

Commercial banks – These still remain attractive to cybercriminals since
they still hold the biggest cash reserves.

Processes: What key areas of the Telco ecosystem should security
analysts focus on to ensure improved security?

zz

Fintechs – Mobile money lenders that are usually targeted in Bank to
Customer Transaction

For Telcos:

zz

Integrators / Aggregators – These are IT firms that are used by banks to
carry out transactions.

zz

Saccos and MFIs – These are a target due to their limited knowledge on
security awareness and the lax controls in terms of user access rights on
the core banking systems.

What initiatives would you recommend to reduce the impact of these
challenges?

Implement Robust Cyber security programs in organisations. Invest in
technology and people resources with the support of Executive level
investments.
Implement transaction monitoring especially for organisations that offer
24/7 digital services where funds transfers and cash transactions form a big
percentage of the transactions.
Collaborate with industry peers in terms of incidents response such that
reaction time is reduced to bare minimal.
There were many reported cases of SIM Swap attacks in 2018, Why is
this? What is being done to reduce these cases?

The typical telecommunication customer is oblivious of the sim swap
threat and further trust their telecommunication company with their data.
Unfortunately the trust is abused by criminal elements who will often pose as
telecommunication employees and take advantage by extracting necessary
information to execute simswaps.
What is being done to reduce cases of Sim Swap is adoption of awareness

zz

Cybercrime awareness to all stakeholders in the telco ecosystem

zz

Increased fraud monitoring

zz

More cooperation with DCI to help curb cybercrime

IT Service Firms and Financial organisations:
zz

Carry out thorough background checks to ensure employees are whom they
claim to be.

zz

Invest in cyber-insurance covers that will absolve them of liability in case
of such attacks.

zz

Perform thorough security posture reviews for their infrastructure to
proactively close all loopholes that can be exploited by attackers.

zz

Invest in Cybersecurity and transaction monitoring to guard their
infrastructures.

zz

Take advantage of various Security related services such as managed
security solutions, SIM history services from to further secure their
businesses.

zz

Implement two factor authentication as well as dual password ownership for
critical infrastructure.

People: What key competencies are needed in the Telco sector to ensure
continued support for information security?

Key competencies required are for analytical skills for big data as well as
development of solutions around big data analytics and machine learning. This
will go a long way in helping organisations in the ecosystem to detect and stop
fraud before it happens.
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Technology: From your perspective, what are the key technologies
that are targeted by attackers within the Telco sector? Why these
technologies?

Sacco’s and MFI’s

Key technologies targeted are largely those that process transactions
particularly with the ability to transfer funds. If not properly secured, such
systems will be compromised by cybercriminals with the main objective of
stealing those systems. The next frontier will be data theft.

They remain less attractive compared to banks and integrators.

How do the local laws and regulations address the issue of Cyber
security in Telcos? (Issues such as Organisation structure/roles
and responsibilities, technologies, training, Security Assessments
etc ) What would you recommend?

Currently, there is no law addressing the issue of Cyber security from a
Policy perspective. However the regulators both in Financial industry and
telecommunication have come up with comprehensive guidelines which if
adhered to in addition to international best practices are enough to build
Cyber security programs to a mature level such that they are resilient
against any cyber-attacks.
What are your expectations for 2019?

Sacco’s and MFI’s are an easy target due to their perceived immature
information security posture as well as ease of recruiting their staff.
Fintech’s

Fintech’s largely covers mobile money lenders. They are targeted from a
Mobile lending and B2C fraud perspective.
Integrators/Aggregators

These are IT firms offering service as a product. They carry and are
responsible for transactions of various organisations.
They are attractive due to the large pool of funds at their disposal for their
different clients.
New Creative Ways to exit Funds
zz
zz
zz

There has been a general increase in the number of organisations
targeted, the amounts targeted as well as those lost. It is my hope
that going forward this trend will change after comprehensive security
assessments and sufficient awareness have been implemented across all
sectors.
I am also hoping to see much better collaboration between stakeholders,
law enforcement and Judiciary to help investigate, prosecute and convict
cyber criminals.

Focus on 2019 Likely targets and new ways to
move funds
Commercial Banks

Commercial Banks remain attractive due to their amount of money
available as well as ease of recruiting their staff.

Sports betting wallets.
Bank prepaid cards
International money transfer.

Current
zz

Digital currencies

zz

Virtual bank accounts

Cybercrime is increasing and it takes more time to resolve. Cyber-attacks
are evolving from the perspective of what they target, how they affect
organizations, and the changing methods of attack,
As cybercrime continues to evolve, organizations are facing an expanding
threat landscape that includes malicious nation-states, indirect supply
chain attacks, and information threats. At the same time, they are
deploying new technologies faster than they can be secured.
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Cyber security Skills Gap

Kenya not only has a shortage of highly technically skilled people, but
also an even more desperate shortage of technicians who can design
secure systems, write safe computer code, and create the ever more
sophisticated tools needed to Anticipate, Detect, Respond and Contain
Cyber threats.
We interviewed a number of certifying bodies in Kenya to determine the approximate number of skilled professionals
within the country.

1700

No. of Certified
Professionals

FIGURE 1: OBIS QUAS ACERCHILIT FUGITAE CUM VOLE.
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Kenya

Sub-Saharan

Global

586

3795

84,484

42

646

19,163

134

945

32,233

-

324

5749

53

844

*

885

6554

*

1700

13,500

*

Others

OTHERS

TOTAL

(ISC)2 Member Counts. The above counts reflect the number of members per credential as of December 31, 2018..
Note: Member counts are updated bi-annually.
www.isc2.org
The above figures are estimates, for more accurate data, please confirm with the specific training institutions.

FIGURE 2: Skilled Professionals.

Source: https://www.isc2.org/About/Member-Counts, http://www.isaca.org/About-ISACA/Press-room/Pages/ISACA-Certifications-by-Region.aspx

No. of Skilled
Professionals in 2018
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To determine where the pain points are, we asked over 300 professionals to provide more insights on the issues they faced.
Below are the findings:

At which level does your organisation find the skills shortage to be the most acute?

0.2%

Board Level

29.3%
31.4%

Mid Management
Senior Management

20.6%

Junior Management

8.3%

Graduate

0.7%

All Staff

9%

Dont Know

0.5%

Other

%0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

graph 8: Skills shortage pain point.

All industries reviewed declared a challenge in finding top-tier professionals. About 60% of companies expect to face a
huge talent short fall in 2019, all factors held constant. On the flip side, senior security managers are now in high demand,
particularly in the financial services sector. Cross-company poaching is increasingly becoming a concern for organisations
that can’t keep up with competitive offers for their employees.

In which of the following areas is the Cybersecurity skills gap most apparent?
Auditing and
Risk Management

22.9%
22.7%

Incident Response

17.8%
16.1%
14.8%

Application Assessment
Security Architecture and
Remediation
Security Operations and
Engineering

5.8%

All of the above

%0
graph 9: Cybersecurity skills gap.
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05

DID YOU KNOW?
Secure Network
Architecture and Design
is the foundation of a
secure business. Without
a well-designed network
and business process,
an organisation cannot
derive value from its
cybersecurity investments.

Most respondents said that they
faced a challenge in filling the role of
audit, risk management and incident
response. This is unsurprising given
the numerous regulatory compliance
requirements that came up in 2018.
Our analysis in 2017 highlighted the
limited number of security architects
and practitioners as one of the biggest
problems facing the cybersecurity
practice. This notion still stands in
2018.
Secure Network Architecture
and Design is the foundation of
a secure business. Without a welldesigned network and business
process, an organisation cannot
derive value from its cybersecurity
investments.
•

•

A top notch cybersecurity
manager will not be efficient if
the organisation structure limits
his mandate by having him report
to e.g. finance.
Investing in a SIEM will not add
value if the network has not been
properly segmented and baseline
of activities (determining what’s
normal) established.

Security Architecture and
Engineering allows an organisation
to start with the very basics. Build a
strong foundation upon which security
technologies and processes can be
build.
Security Architects would typically
start by looking at the business, its
goals and build the risks and threats
that may arise. For example:
•

A bank relies on the availability

•

•

of their channels, security
of their customer data and
proper dispensation of monies
occurring on a 24/7/365 basis
to meet demand and generate
revenue. System downtime or
malicious transactions costs
the organisation. With this
understanding, the architect
designs the network to be able
to identify and withstand any
threats and attacks that may lead
to the successful exploitation of
these dearly.
Legal firms handle confidential
information that could cost
organisations millions of dollars,
or even cost people their lives
if in the wrong hands, a case in
point being the panama papers.
The conversations between
legal partners and their clients
are confidential. The fact that
a third party could intercept
these conversations could be
the biggest threat a law firm
faces. A security architect
understands these threats and
models a network that has proper
segregation of access, data loss
prevention and anti-tampering.
A biomedical company
focuses all of its effort on
researching new pharmaceuticals.
The data generated from this
research is the nest egg of the
organisation, and represents
the combined results of the
money provided by their
investors. Should a competitor
gain access to the information,
it could potentially cause the
entire organisation to fail. The
possibility of theft of intellectual
property could be the biggest
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threat faced by this biomedical company.

What constraints do you encounter as an organisation when recruiting experienced Cybersecurity professionals?
Lack of Solid
Experience/Track Record
Remuneration
Expectation Too High
Lack of Upto Date
Technology Knowledge
Lack of Investments
In Information Security
Lack of Certifications
i.e CISSP, ITIL e.t.c
Lack of Sector or
Vertical Knowledge
Overall Shortage
of Candidates
Lack of Leadership Skills
Lack of Customer
Facing Skills
Lack of Project
Management Skills
Lack of Business Acumen

25%
13%
13%
12%
11%
9%
7%
3%
3%
2%
2%

%0

5

10

15

20

25

graph 10: Recruiting constraints.

Lack of solid experience is the leading constraint when recruiting Cybersecurity
professionals. This was closely followed by high remuneration rates.

If you have an education and
no experience, you’re going
to be hard-pressed to find a
career in this field. You’ve got
to do whatever it takes to get
yourself experience. That’s
more important than anything.
Kevin Hawkins, Professor of IT
and Database Administrator at
Humana Health Insurance

Talent Poaching
Hiring new skilled professionals has become strenuous this is because they are few
and easily poached by the highest bidding recruiters.
One fundamental fact that organisations should note however is: We should grow
our own talent. Talent management is now a critical business strategy.
“Organisations spend large sums of money recruiting new employees rather than
growing their own. The problem with this approach is that it causes frustration
among existing employees who could have done the role just as effectively
as a new recruit if they had been given training and a bit of encouragement.”
Raconteur
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What importance do you place on certifications i.e. CISSP/CISA/CEH etc?
CHART 9: IMPORTANCE OF CERTIFICATIONS.

73%

25%

2%

VERY IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

NOT IMPORTANT

Certifications are a crucial stepping stone for almost all careers. From our survey
results, 98% of the respondents indicated that certificates are important. Clearly,
certifications are resume worthy, but are they the end-all and be-all?
There is an obsession with high exam grades that has been promoted in the
education system by most African countries. Consequently, even for employees
and employers, more emphasis is placed on passing and gaining more certifications
than actually understanding practical IT concepts.

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SURVEY
RESULTS.
• Employers are looking for
Cybersecurity professionals
at senior management levels.
• Employers value
certifications. (CEH, CISA, CISM,
CISSP etc)
• The biggest gap that employers
face when hiring is lack
of technical experience
closely followed by high
remuneration demands.
• Organisations are in need of
network security architects
who understand risks and
technical controls need to be
implemented.
• It is better for an
organisation to grow its own
talent than to poach.
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Demystifying Africa’s
Skills Gap

There is global consensus that there is a
cybersecurity skills gap and this gap is widening.
The 2018 (ISC)2 Cybersecurity Workforce Study
puts this shortage at about 2.9 million people
globally with the EMEA region (that includes
Africa) accounting for a shortfall of about
142,000 people. This has surpassed previous
predictions that by 2020 this skills gap would
be at 1.5 million. The Enterprise Strategy Group
(Oltsik, 2019) states that organisations reported
a 53% shortage of cybersecurity skills in 20182019 and this percentage has increased every
year since 2015. Furthermore, ISACA’s 2019
State of Cybersecurity Report (ISACA, 2019)
reports that organisations are struggling to fill
cybersecurity positions and retention of qualified
individuals is very difficult.
This skills gap has been created because the
demand for cybersecurity staff is much higher
than the current sources of supply can meet.
Using a simple framework that considers both
demand and supply gives us a useful tool to
demystify the factors that have led to this skills
gap and subsequently enable us to identify
solutions to address it.
Let’s start by examining the demand side of the
equation. The demand for cybersecurity staff
has predominantly arisen from the wide-scale
adoption and reliance on information systems.
Every aspect of our personal, social and business
life is increasingly becoming dependent on
technology. As we adopt smart devices in
everyday life, the distinction between what is
‘virtual’ and what is ‘physical’ is slowly fading and
attack options are increasing. Commuting with
internet enabled and driverless cars is expected
to be commonplace in the not-so-distant future.
It is predicted that 90% of the cars produced
by 2020 will be connected to the internet (Jabil,

Paula Mwikali
Research Associate Director, Centre for Informatics
Research and Innovation (CIRI), Digital Forensics,
Information Security Audit Lecturer USIU- Africa

2018). The Internet-of-things is ushering us
to the 4th industrial revolution that promises
great efficiencies and levels of productivity (Till,
2018). Wearable technology is trending in the
consumer marketspace with options for microchip
implantations available (Edwards, 2018).
The vast amounts of data generated as we
interact with technology is being harvested and
information systems are being built to ingest
this big data, analyze it and use it to influence
our current and future actions. This has led to
the big data and analytics wave (Verma, 2018).
Governments are increasingly centralizing systems
and collecting vast amounts of citizen data. An
example worth highlighting is the Indian Aadhaar
system that is considered the largest repository
of Personally Identifiable Information (PII),
including biometric data, for over 1.2 billion
individuals. Kenya is following suit with the
recently launched Kenya Huduma Namba system.
All these elements have created huge treasure
troves that have attracted nefarious actors
willing to exploit them for fraudulent gain.
Huge repositories of personal information such
as those provided on Aadhaar have led to the
largest known data breach world-wide with all
records of over 1.1 billion citizens compromised
(Sapkale, 2019). Such large data sets present
high hack-value platforms and the international
hacker community cannot resist the temptation.
This makes identity theft a gruesome reality for
many. These bad actors are highly motivated,
well-resourced and skilled. They have established
great collaboration over the dark web, meet-ups
and knowledge sharing platforms that enable
them identify vulnerabilities in systems and
exploit them quickly before they can be fixed.
As we use smart and autonomous devices, the
danger is no longer just about the information

that can get into the hands of malevolent actors
but more about what they can do to hurt us
physically. The risk to physical harm was clearly
demonstrated in 2015 through the hacking of a
Jeep Cherokee and subsequently in 2016 when
its braking system was disabled leading to its
crash (Osborne, 2018). Threats of cyber warfare
and cyber terrorism are increasingly becoming a
reality when critical infrastructure such as nuclear
facilities, electricity grids, hospital systems and
air traffic control systems become accessible
through networks.
This kind of pervasive reliance on information
systems and smart technology has created a
huge need for skilled people to protect us. In
many cases their services are required 24 hours
a day and 365 days a year. They are required to
have advanced skills that cut across different
technology spheres due to the interconnected
nature of systems. ISACA’s 2019 State of
Cybersecurity Report adds that organisations
are not only looking for individuals with such
technical skills but more importantly those who
understand the business context and can apply
their skills to meet enterprise goals. That makes
it even harder to find such individuals and even
harder to retain them.
The supply side of the equation has unfortunately
not grown at the similar rate. There are efforts to
train cybersecurity professionals in colleges and
universities to meet this exponential demand.
Statistics show that only 5% of the Universities
in East Africa offer Bachelor-level Information
Technology courses with specializations in
Cyber Security (Muchiri, 2019). A look through
the approved academic programs offered by
Universities in Kenya as at November 2018 (CUE,
2018) shows that there are only 3 Bachelor of
Science degree programs, 4 Masters programs, 2
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Post Graduate Diploma programs and 1 Doctor of Philosophy
programs in the area of information security. This represents
a meager 0.2% of the over 4,000 degree programs offered
in Kenyan universities and is likely to represent approximately
100 graduates annually specializing in information security.
The reality is that organisations are unlikely to directly hire
fresh graduates into cyber security positions. Fresh graduates
often lack adequate hands-on skills and are low on business
acumen and organisations need to establish trust with these
employees. ISACA (2019) State of Cybersecurity Report points
out that majority of cybersecurity positions remain unfilled
because applicants lack necessary qualifications. Fresh
graduates are often expected to prove technical expertise by
undertaking professional certifications. The top ten security
certifications (Trueman, 2019) that boost employability
include the entry-level ones like CompTIA Security+, SANS
GIAC Security Essentials (GSEC) and Certified Ethical Hacker
(CEH) and the more advanced hands-on Offensive Security
Certified Professional (OSCP) for penetration testers. Other
certifications like the Certified Information Security Manager
(CISM), Certified Information Systems Security Professional
(CISSP) and the Certified Protection Professional (CPP) target
those moving into managerial levels after requisite years of
experience.
The Cyber Security space is demanding and requires
professionals to continue learning and engaging so as to keep
up with the emerging threats. There are now numerous options
available to people seeking to grow their cybersecurity skills.
There are many online courses and resources available many
of which are freely available (Carey & Turner, 2019) from sites
like Cybrary, Udemy, Coursera, EdX and many more can be
listed using services like MOOC List (2019) and Class Central
(2019). One that is gaining popularity as practical online
platform with real-life scenarios for practicing cyber security
skills is Immersive Labs (2019).
Therefore in light of these considerations, the way to close
the cyber security skills gap is by increasing the supply side
of the equation. We are clearly on a trajectory of exponential
demand which will not change soon. A collaborative ecosystem
involving academia, professional bodies, public and private
organisations has to work together to deliver qualified and
competent individuals who can deliver on business objectives.
See references in the appendix
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The gender gap

Jobs in Cybersecurity are exploding, but why aren’t women in the
picture? Research shows that women make up only 20% of the
cybersecurity workforce globally according to Research firm Frost and
Sullivan. In Africa, this figure is 10% as estimated by Serianu.

As Kenya develops it’s
Silicon Savanna, one
question still stands,
where are the ladies?
We asked our respondents
to provide their views.
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Cybersecurity industry is failing to attract young talent and women into the
profession. Do you agree with this statement?
CHART 10: IS THE CYBERSECURITY INDUSTRY FAILING TO ATTRACT YOUNG TALENT AND WOMENT?.

LIES WOMEN TELL THEMSELVES
FOR NOT WORKING IN IT:
“I am not good enough.”

59%

41%

NO

YES

“I am waiting to gain the right
experience before I apply for the
job.”
“That’s a man’s job.”
“I am okay where I am.”

Interestingly, majority of the
respondents indicated that they did
not agree with this statement. It is
important to point out that majority of
the respondents were male.
However, the gender gap discussion
is not really one of right versus wrong
or men versus women but rather
diversity. Diversity is a good business
strategy as different people present
different technical, leadership and
management skills.

Gender Gap Issues
It is not so much as failing to attract
women but a matter of retaining them.
Arguments to be made here include;
•
•

Women do not get promoted at
the same rate as men are, and
Women are not getting salary
increases at the same rate as men
are even though they are asking
for and applying at the same rate.

•

As a rule, women wait until they
accrue required skills before
applying for cybersecurity jobs,
while men routinely bluff their
way through. The men may have
none of (the skills) and will still
apply.

A number of non-profit groups and
private companies have now come out
to actively promote training to get
younger girls involved in Information
Security. They include Shehackske,
AkiraChix, Shesecures and Africa
Cyber Immersion Center (ACIC) to
mention a few.

“Being a software developer does
not bring out my uniqueness as a
woman.”
“When I young I was interested in
Science and Technology”
“It is the boys club”
“There are too many men”
“There are too many women”
•
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The Technical Skills Questions?
Technical capabilities of
women is always a contentious
topic. We acknowledge the
steady increase of women
in cybersecurity due to all
initiatives aimed at growing
and retaining those numbers,
and especially notable
progress in Information
Security; Governance Risk
and Compliance. However,
it would be imprudent not to
acknowledge that the numbers
specifically in the technical
facets of cybersecurity are
wanting. There is a notion
pushed across that women
should be or are better
in the Governance, Risk
and Compliance facets of
cybersecurity.

Of course, there are some notable women who are in Governance, Risk and
Compliance out of deep passion and not picking the “easy” way.
But if you look closely, an interesting fact emerges: Only about a third of the
women pursue network engineering, penetration testing and coding. On the
other hand, two-thirds of the men pursue the more technical roles such as
penetration testing, coding and participate in hackathons.
None of the above paths is better than the other, however, mastering the core
of the craft should be a priority for all genders. The fundamental blocks of
cybersecurity come from possessing in-depth understanding of your working
tools - Networks and Technologies. Majority of the women are seen to be
“around tech” more than they are “in tech”. Main difference being, one is able
to utilize technical skills to compromise or defend the network.
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STATE OF CYBER
INSURANCE IN KENYA
Despite growing cyber risk, African
corporations are slow to adopt
cyber insurance. Why is this?
Lack of Awareness. Digital
technology in Kenya is increasingly
becoming a threat to industries and
organisations. With the integration
of technology into businesses and the
inclusion of emerging innovations
such as Internet of Things (IOT) and
Artificial intelligence, organisations
have to develop risk, resilience and
mitigation plans in order to secure
their environment hence the need for
cyber insurance. Cyber Insurance
involves the coverage of not only
technology assets but any fallout that
occurs due to cyber-based attacks.
Organisations in Kenya have not fully
embraced cyber insurance due to:
•
•

•

•

•

Lack of knowledge of the
advantages of the service
High cost implications of
investing on the stated minimum
requirements with the inclusion
of annual premiums.
Lack minimum requirements of
implementing cyber insurance in
the organisation
Industries are scared of the
implications of an increase in
premiums as the number of
threats increase.
Insurance premiums are charged
based on the criticality of data
stored meaning that financial
and health care industries are
charged more.

•

Cyber insurance claims
may rescind due to a lack of
minimum-security controls

cyber risk exposure, they can always
use a third-party to conduct the
analysis.

Why should an enterprise take up
Are there any local laws and
a cyber insurance cover? What
regulations that address or
opportunities does Cyber insurance promote Cyber Insurance?
provide to organisations in Africa?
Organisations should implement some
form of risk mitigation for its cyber
risks. Risk management requires that
organisations implement a strategy on
identifying, preventing and resolving
risks. Cyber insurance helps the
organisation mitigate such risks by
offering coverage for losses sustained
during an attack. Management no
longer has to worry about the losses
due to compensation but they will
have to come up with ways to mitigate
the attacks from occurring again.

How do you determine cyber risk
exposure for an organisation?
Cyber risk exposure is determined
by identifing and assessing all risks,
implementing controls to mitigate
the risks, veriffying that you are
compliant with governing regulations
and implementation of continuous
improvement. The rule that should
always govern organisations while
developing strategies around cyber
insurance is that the more security
controls implemented the lower the
premiums. Ideally, if the organistion
does not have skilled professionals
to help determine the organisations

There are no specific laws that target
Cyber Insurance, however general
Cybersecurity laws and regulations
such as GDPR, Cybercrime act, CBK
guidance note, Bill of rights, Data
protection bill etc guide organisations
on how to attain the minimumsecurity requirements.

What future trends should we
anticipate within Cyber Insurance
sector?
Cyber Insurance is expected to grow
exponentially. As various legislations
(GDPR, Data protection bill,
CBK prudential guidelines etc) are
implemented, the uptake of Cyber
Insurance will increase.

An estimated $7,000,000 was paid out in
claims in Kenya in 2018.
Many organisations in Kenya have taken
up Cyber insurance from international
providers, mainly based in UK.
Majority of the insurance companies lack
the appetite for cyber insurance because
the exposure is too high.
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Raymond Bett

President, ISACA-Kenya Chapter

What are some of the Cybersecurity
challenges facing the Industry?
zz

Right Skilled Professionals. It is
becoming a big challenge to ensure that
organisations have skilled personnel with
the required credentials, technical skills and
communication skills that can help address
cybersecurity challenges.

zz

Inadequate Budget. Lack of awareness or
perception within the organisations board
members leads to the lack of mobilization
of funds to address key risks affecting
industries.

zz

Increased Threat Landscape. We see
adversaries localizing and weaponizing
cybercrime to suit local needs. Gone are
the days of random ransomware or virus
attacks but now attacks are specialized with
a clear goal in mind. If mobile banking is
popular in Kenya, attackers are mapping
out weaknesses in the transaction chain
and with collusion of insiders are able to
perpetrate serious attacks.

What initiatives would you recommend to
reduce the impact of these challenges?

Reducing the Skill Gap.
Once you get the right skilled professionals, we
need to train them using hands-on courses, so
they are able to stay on top of the latest issues
and trends. We need to connect them with their
peers so they can better share information.
Increasing the awareness of all other users.

Increasing Budget.
While budget will always be a problem, one of
the key ways to address this is by mapping out
the risk and finding a solution. This needs to
be organisation and industry specific. Further
awareness to the decision makers will also come
in handy.
Opting for Resilience.
Constant vigilance is needed to address the
evolving threat landscape. We have to focus
on cyber resilience through embracing core
concepts of cybersecurity which includes
detection, prevention, response and recovery.
What are your expectations for 2019?

Greater awareness on cybersecurity matters
outside the traditional financial sector to other
industries such as government institutions, the
education sector, manufacturing and non-profit
organisations. We are likely to see an increase
in the number of cyber security professionals
equipped with the right skills matrix. We shall
also see organisations prioritizing cybersecurity
in the board rooms as security strategy becomes
aligned with business objectives.
On the downside, we shall also see more
targeted attacks which will also target the SME
sector and social media with the increase in fake
news and ransomware.
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Skills Mismatch-Are you
hiring the right person, for
the right job?
It is easier for organisations and all stakeholders
within the Cybersecurity eco-system to squarely
blame “skills shortage” as the key contributor to
the skills gap problem.
However, a review of majority of our
hiring processes reveals:

Components of ACIC’s Competency matrix

•

There are 4 categories as borrowed
from the CVEQ framework. These
are Anticipate, Detect, Respond and
Contain. All Cybersecurity roles have
been mapped into one or more of these
categories.

•

•

•

Employers don’t clearly define
cybersecurity roles that need to
be filled
Applicants are desperate for jobs
and apply for roles that they do
not fully understand
Students lack the hands-on
expertise that most employers are
looking for.
Interviewers often use “instinct”
to determine if a candidate would
fit into the specific role.

ACIC’s Competency matrix (derived
from NICE framework and Mark
Carney’s Skills matrix) is a resource
that matches roles to desired and
necessary skills. This matrix is
designed to aid better facilitation of
hiring decisions for CISOs, hiring
managers, and as a guide to students
and educators.
The main users of the Matrix are
recruiters, employers, HR managers,
CIOs, trainers and academics.

There are 4 specialty areas in the
competency matrix. These are
Risk Management, Vulnerability
Management, Incident Response
and Threat Intelligence. Each
specialty area represents an area of
concentrated work, or function, within
cybersecurity and related work.
There are 16 roles in the competency
matrix. These are defined as the
specific activities that a security
professional is involved in. Employees
can have more than one role.
Attributes required to perform work
roles and are generally demonstrated
through relevant experience, education,
or training.

If students knew better
what to learn, educators
knew better what they
needed to teach, and
hiring and tech managers
knew better what to look
for when hiring, then
businesses will be better
protected against threats.
Mark Carney
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PCI DSS Requirements

NIST Requirements

COBIT Framework

Industry Specific Cybersecurity
Guidelines

Networking Concepts (OSI Model,
Protocols)

Windows Secure Configuration and
Hardening Process and Tools

Linux Secure Configuration and
Hardening Process and Tools

Windows OS Administration Concepts
- AD Intergration Configurations

Virtual Environment Security
Configurations

Network Devices Set Up, Configuration
and Hardening. (Firewall, Loadbalancer,
Switch, Router

Risk Analyst

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

Compliance
Analyst

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

IT Security Auditor

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

Security Engineer

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

Security Architect

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

Cyber Visibility and Exposure
Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

ISO 27001 Clauses, Annex A
Requirements

ACIC’s Competency matrix
r

Anticipate

Risk Management

Detect

Vulnerability Management
Web Pentester

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

2

2

0

0

0

Mobile Pentester

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

2

2

0

0

0

Network Pentester

0

1

0

1

0

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

Patching Analyst

0

1

0

1

0

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Contain

Respond

Incident Management
Breach Scenario
Analyst

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Soc Analyst

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

Intel and Trending
Analyst

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Malware Analyst

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

Forensic Analyst

0

0

0

1

0

3

3

2

2

2

2

1

Threat Management
Threat Hunting
Analyst

1

0

0

0

0

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

Remediation
Specialist

2

0

0

0

0

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

Development
Specialist

1

1

1

1

0

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

table 2: OBIS QUAS ACERCHILIT FUGITAE CUM VOLE.

0

Not Applicable

1

General Knowledge

Reporting Skills
Application Architecture (Client, Server
and Database)
Web Protocols (Rest APIS, SOAP APIs,
XML)
Owasp Top 10
Mobile Application Architecture (IOS,
Android)
Code Reviews/Programming Languages
Presentation Skills
Network Exploitation Tools (Kali
Linux)
Open Source Intelligence Tools
Intrusion Detection And Prevention
Techniques
Understanding of Windows Event Logs
Understanding of Network Logs
(Firewall and Antivirus)
Scripting and Parser Creation
Siem Management - (Setup, Rule FineTuning and Device Intergration.)
Analytics and Graphical Representation
Techniques (Excel, Kibana)
System Imaging Techniques
Data Recovery Techniques
Legal Procedures For Cybersecurity
Prosecution
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2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

2
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

2
2
2
3
3
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
0
3
3
3
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
2
0

3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
0

3
2
2
2
2
0
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1

3
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
0
0

2
2
1
1
2
3
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
0
1
2
2
0

3

1

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

3

3

2

1

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

3

3

1

2

3

0

0

0

2

2

2

3

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

1

2

0

1

3

3

0

2

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

1

0

0

0

Expert Understanding

Bridging the Skills Gap

The Africa Cyber Immersion
Centre (ACIC) is a state-of-the-art
research, innovation and training facility that
seeks to address Africa’s ongoing and long-term
future needs through unique education, training,
research, and practical applications.

Raising children in this interconnected era
has become more challenging than ever. The
internet can be a fantastic educational tool,
but without parental control software and
careful supervision it can be a dangerous
place. Here are some of the critical concerns
from parents:

Tips for ensuring my kid’s online behavior?
•
•
•

Browser history (Chrome: Ctr+H).
YouTube watch history and the list of
suggested material.
Check Cookies history.

their parents can’t see the sites they’ve
hit (Info provided by “Enough is
enough”)
So the most effective way is to use a parental
control. It allows parents to monitor online
activity (social media, sites) unpredictably
for a kid and, if needed, block a private
browsing feature.

What parental Software can I use?
•

•

Limitation: Kids have become very tech
savvy and have found ways of hiding their
online activity from parents by:

•

•

•

•

Clearing their search history and/or
cookies on their browser
Using private browsing feature so

OpenDNS FamilyShield: Block
domains on your whole home network
at router level
KidLogger: A simple way to record
your children’s computing activity for
your peace of mind
Spyrix Free Keylogger: Find out what
your kids are typing, and if they might
be in trouble
Kiddle: A kid-friendly search engine
that’s ideal for researching

You can catch up with your tech-savvy kid if you;
•
•

Explore the different technologies
together with your kids
Provide suggestions to the type of games,
apps or sites that your kids can use

•

Subscribe to digital journals about
cybersecurity and IT

Mastering the Foundation
Cybersecurity is a wide field. Structuring a single university
program around this can be impractical. We therefore need
to build basic fundamental skills-sets such as networking,
programming, database administration, computer architecture,
cryptography and working with Linux systems. Inadequacy to
incorporate practical learning in the above fundamentals adds to
the skill-gap referenced by employers.

Way-forward
Following the findings on the skill-gap in Kenya and Africa in general, we point out
some recommendations for the Government, Academia, and Employers.

Government
The Government should consider giving grants
and or tax breaks to companies and organisations
that train cybersecurity professionals.
The government should be alive to the realities of
cyberwars.

Academia
Academic institutions need to incorporate
cybersecurity courses in their curriculum with
an emphasis on practical hands-on learning
for ICT programs. This may require liaising
with employers to get the actual necessary
skills in the market. Hands-on learning can be
furthered through internship and apprenticeship,

hackathons, cyber-ranges and specific
competitions, these can be carried out in liaison
with potential employers.

Employers
Organisations need to work with academic
institutions to relay the necessary practical
skills needed in the market. This will streamline
education programs to fit market needs and
benefit organisations with skilled personnel.
It is necessary to consider training current
employees and progressively developing in house
talent to match the cybersecurity needs of the
company. It is generally considered
more cost effective.

Our experience in cyber security can be said to start more or less from our
current syllabus which only gives us the most basic information and makes us
a bit privy on what cyber security entails. One of our sources of information
is the internet which has helped us to acquire knowledge on the development of
applications and ways to safeguard them against attacks. Although the internet contains
a vast amount of information, guidance in understanding and mitigating threats within our environment has been
a challenge. Recently, we were graced with the opportunity of learning more and being exposed to the vast area of
cyber security offered by the Africa Cyber Immersion Club (ACIC) which has enabled us to gain more insight and for
which we are humbled and extend our sincere arm of appreciation and gratitude.
Student, Kapsabet boys high school

Challenges facing HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

A large number of teachers are widely affected by cyberattacks but do not have the skills to safeguard themselves
against these attacks. There are no existing regulations
that require teachers to acquire cyber security-based
trainings yet they are mandated to safeguard their
personal, school and student data with high priority and
also answer intuitive questions from their students. The
education system faces cyber threats from threat actors
such as students, faculty and staff which has been observed
through the years. The Academia sector requires a strategic
cybersecurity approach as we continuously embrace
technology in our schools.
Information sharing is also a challenge within the Academia
sector. Teachers are sometimes reluctant to share cyber
security-based issues that affect them due to a lack of
knowledge or lack of access to industry specialists who can
help advise on issues.
Another challenge exists within the full integration of ICT
and cybersecurity skills in the school curriculum within the
education system as a means of reducing the number of
cybersecurity attacks targeting individuals. The government
has supported the inclusion of ICT in the academia sector
but has not invested in implementing regular awareness
trainings on cyber based threats among teachers, students
and citizens in general.
The creation of the ICT club has for some time has now
served as a platform through which students (club
members) acquire the relevant skills needed when dealing
with cyber-related issues and the computer world in general
but input is still required in order to keep up to date with
vectors of attacks and how to safeguard ourselves.
Geoffrey Osoro, Computer Studies Teacher,
Kapsabet High school
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Cyber Intelligence
LATEST MALWARE VIRUSES THAT WERE RELEASED AND CAPTURED IN 2018.

APRIL

KevDroid, the malware
steals information and
records phone calls from
compromised Android
devices.

A
RY

FE
BR
UA
RY

Spectre and Meltdown
CPU vulnerabilities
that enable attackers to
bypass security
controls.

U
N

Dofoil, aka Smoke Loader
Cryptocurrency Mining
Malware Infected Over 500,000
PCs in just Few Hours.
Global ISPs inject Cryptocurrency Mining Scripts and
spyware into users' Web
Browsers.

MAY

Skygofree Android
Spyware Discovered in
multiple devices.

JA

M
A
RC
H

New Mirai Okiru
Botnet targets devices
running widely-used
ARC Processors.

Cryptomining
Malware Digs into
Nearly 40% of
Organizations
Globally.
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Locally re- engineered Malware discovered
by the ACIC team;
Betaversion Malware
MD5 hash value: e86c626878a0c693d3727024d55ff882

Prowli Malware Infected Over
40,000 Servers, Modems, and IoT
Devices.

Scr.exe Malware:
MD5 hash value: f05a31ae604e4ea844e8130e45d30f01

MyloBot – Highly Sophisticated
Botnet Shutdowns Windows
Defender and windows update.
FakeSpy – Android Information
Stealing Malware Attack to Steal
Text Messages, Call Records &
Contacts.

Dark Tequila – Banking Malware
is designed to steal victim’s financial
information, as well as login
credentials.

Scvhost.exe Malware:
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d

Triout is an Android Spyware
Framework being used to turn
legitimate apps into spyware.

DanaBot Trojan Targets Bank
Customers in Phishing Scam.
Rakhni Malware Variant.
This malware infects systems
with either a cryptocurrency
miner or ransomware.

OC
TO
BER

JU
LY

DEC
EM
BE
R

AUG
UST

JUN
E

MysteryBot; a new Android
banking Trojan for Android 7 and 8.

Taskrun Malware:
MD5 hash value: f2223193031768286296c5c70990d63d

GhostDNS malware
campaign that hijacked over
100,000 home routers and
modified their DNS
settings.
DarkPulsar typically
affected Windows
2003/2008 servers. It runs
malicious code

Emotet (Pending
Payment.Xls) is a malicious
Trojan distributed via
phishing emails.
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The main aim of this phase was to identify active systems easily accessible online and using this information identify areas
of weaknesses and attack vectors that can be leveraged by malicious players to cause harm.
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13005

41.215.62.18

62.24.99.6

499

41.215.137.58

A spam server –The computer used by a spammer in order to
send messages.

Spam Server IPs

Comment spammers do not send email spam. Instead,
comment spammers post to blogs and forums. These posts
typically include links to sites being promoted by the comment
spammer. The purpose of these links is both to drive traffic
from humans clicking on the links, as well as to increase search
engine rankings which are sometimes based on the number of
links to a page. Project Honey Pot publishes a list of the top
URLs, domains, and keywords being promoted by comment
spammers.
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A dictionary attack involves making up a number of email
addresses, sending mail to them and seeing what is delivered.
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If students knew better
what to learn, educators
knew better what they
needed to teach, and
hiring and tech managers
knew better what to look
for when hiring, then
businesses will be better
protected against threats.

12000

15000

12000

15000
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Open Ports
Based on our analysis we identified that system administrators have been exposing
critical services that should be limited to internal environments.
We categorized the services into the following:

ports configured to host
websites and web applications

Web Services
Administration
Services

ports that allow a user to administer
an application or device

Remote Access
Services
Mail Access
Services
Database Access
Services
% 0

52%

29%
ports used to gain remote
access to a device

14%

ports aused to either send, receive,
create or delete Emails

4%

ports that allow a user to interact and modify data
stored within a database server

1%
10

20

30

40

50

60

graph 12: Externally accessible services.

Web Services
Attackers are using web applications as a means of gaining access to critical services
CHART 11: WEB SERVICES.

70%
HTTPS

30%
HTTP
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Administration Services

Mail Access Services

Administration services are protocols that
allow system administrators to configure their
devices. As part of the top ten (10) open ports,
we identified a printing service port (2%)
CUPS and (98%) CPE WAN Management
Protocol (CWMP).

Kenya
CHART 13: MAIL ACCESS SERVICES.

CHART 12: ADMINISTRATION SERVICES.

44%

56%

23%

19%

IMAP

98%

IMAPS

CUPS

2%
CWMP

CUPS manages print jobs and queues and
provides network printing while CWMP
protocol enables devices to be remotely
configured through the use of SOAP based
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).
•

•

•

In 2016, port 7547 (CWMP) was a target
of Mirai botnet due to a Remote Code
Execution vulnerability.
CUPS port is vulnerable to Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks through CPU
consumption.
CUPS has a vast array of exploits that
can be used to remotely execute code.

POP3

POP3S

Database Access Services
Kenya

31.4%

MSSQL

5.8%

Oracle

53.7%

MYSQL

8.3%

Postgres
MONGOD

% 0

0.8%
10

20

30

40

50

60
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Crypto mining
During our analysis we identified 12,975 African servers hosting Crypto Mining scripts that silently mine cryptocurrencies
from users that access the webpage containing the embedded mining script.
The top (10) countries hosting the crypto mining scripts.

South Africa

52%

Cameroon

6

21%

Egypt

3

7%

Kenya

5%

Nigeria

2%

Libya

2%

5
9
7

2

4

8

Uganda 1%
Congo 1%

10

Benin 1%
Malawi 1%
% 0

10

20

30

40

50

60

1

FIGURE 4: TOP TEN COUNTRIES HOSTING CRYPTO MINING SCRIPTS.

Raspbian Adoption
The technology growth is fueled by the need to automate and achieve deeper insight into existing data through analysis.
With the use of IoT technology, people are now creating simple solutions to monitor or secure their existing infrastructure.
IoT technology relies on the internet as a means of distribution of data or easy externa access.
Africa is currently embracing the same technology but have not implemented security controls to prevent access to the IoT
based technology. Based on our analysis, we identified the following existing technology accessible online

Raspberry PI
Raspberry PI is an open source tiny and affordable computer mainly used in educating people on computing. It runs on a
Raspbian operating system which is based on Debian. The device can be used as an IoT device and also be configured to
run hacking software.
Based on our research, we were able to identify over 120 devices using the Raspbian operating system:
The top 10 countries using the Raspbian include: See Figure 5
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Botswana 2%

4

6

Mauritius
Tanzania 2%

8

Uganda 2%

2

Ghana 2%

7

Kenya

1

5
3

46%

35%

Nigeria

9

3%

Zimbabwe 1%
Namibia

7%

%0

FIGURE 5: THE TOP 10 COUNTRIES USING THE RASPBIAN.
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DNSSEC Adoption

48.72%

Nigeria

1

3

10

20.73%

Kenya

7.76%

Ghana

5

Namibia

2
6

99.75%
of Kenyan domains have
not implemented Domain
Name System Security
Extensions (DNSSEC)

7

9
4

8

5.22%

Uganda

4.21%

Tanzania

3.58%

Mauritius

3.29%

Zimbabwe

1.96%

Botswana

1.77%

Zambia

1.51%

Ethiopia 1.10%
Lesotho 0.17%

11
FIGURE 6: COUNTRIES USING THE DNSSEC ADOPTION.
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Fradulent
Transactions

Mimikats
SysInternal tools
Powershel

Mobile
Money

Python (.py files)

Attacker

Malicious Insider

ATM

RDP Tools

Malware

Attack Vectors

ANATOMY OF A
CYBER HEIST

Active
Directory

- Execution of exes and files
- Credential Access
- Lateral movement across
the network
- Priviledge escalation
- Exfiltration of data
- Command and control

ATTACK PROCESS

Rogue Device

VICTIMS

Financial Services
Organisations

SAP

Core
Banking

Server Subnet

Mobile
Banking

Internet
Banking

Firewall

Banks

Switch

Insurance

IT Subnet

Router

Government
Agencies

Web

End User
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Information Sharing Gap

As pointed out in the previous sections, the lack of information sharing
across organisations has promoted the ease with which attacks are being
replicated. Information sharing on cyber security threats is therefore
highly critical, reinforcing the need for more cooperation across borders,
individuals and organisations.
Following this global and urgent need, Serianu has developed Serianu-Information
Sharing Platform, a premier program that aims to enhance information sharing in
between trusted members and communities in Africa.

How it works
Incidents and Alerts

Objectives of Serianu’s
Information Sharing
Platform
Early Detection:
Through sharing of
indicators of
compromise, and
malware samples.
Rapid Response:
Early detection
leading to rapid
incident response.
Prevention:
Through applying of
patches and fixes
shared through the
platform.
Improved
Eco-system:
Through information sharing.

CYBOTA INTEL
THREAT SHARING
PLATFORM

Domains

Lookup

Automated
Correlation
Contextual
Intelligence

URLs
IP Addresses
Hasher

Web Service
Incidence
Response

Files
Threat
Names

• Is It Malicious?
• What is it exploiting?

Source

Intelligence

• ProjectHoney Pot
• Antivirus Analysis
• Forensic Invistigations
• Network
• Security Partners
• Spam Traps
• Networks of Sensors
• Web Crawlers
• Botnet Monitoring
• Sandbox

• What relationship does it have?
• Are we vulnerable?

Why Join?
Organisation

Security and Technical teams

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Learn from others and the security
issues they are facing or detecting.
Collect the information to support
your internal intelligence team.
Find out if other organisations
are already working on the same
incident or similar ones.
Ensure your security team is
actively engaged in the analysis of
security threats within Africa.
Show your capabilities among the
sharing community.
Access to Serianu’s pool of threat
hunting experts.

•
•
•

•

•

Gain access to a vast database of
Indicators of Compromise (hashes,
IPs, File samples etc.)
Use the indicators from the system
to protect your infrastructure.
Learn from others and the security
issues they are facing or detecting.
Automatically create relations
between malware and their
attributes.
Contribute to improve malware
detection and reverse engineering
efforts.
Ensuring that your indicators can
be peer reviewed in the information
security community.

How to join?: Send an email to info@serianu.com to start your registration process.
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Industry Player Perspective
Tom mboya
Head of ICT, Unga Group Ltd

What were the biggest trends for the Kenyan
manufacturing industry in 2018 (ERP Improvement, Big
data Analytics for enhanced visibility)?

The cyber security skill gap in the country is high,
especially in the manufacturing industry. How has this
affected you or the industry at large?

I would go with ERP Improvement. Most manufacturing
companies in previous years have worked on acquiring and
implementing an ERP of some sort such as SAP, Oracle,
Navision, etc. and are now currently working on improving its
utilization, reporting and compliance to business and security
regulations.

How do you think this shortage can be addressed?

Are there any interesting technologies and regulations
that have come up that demand a change in technical
operations in manufacturing industries? what are they
and what is their impact, from your point of view?

I think Artificial Intelligence, Business intelligence, Robotic IoT,
Robotic Process Automation (RPA), GDPR and Lean Six Sigma
are a current trend in the manufacturing industry. Industries
are trying to enhance their competitive edge by embracing
Business Intelligence modules existing on the ERP platforms.
My current interest is in Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and
its role in simplifying and automating our daily processes at
Unga Group. Of course, this only covers machine related tasks
so, we implemented Kaizen techniques derived from Lean Six
Sigma to aid in the continual improvement of processes. After
streamlining processes within the business, advancing into IOT,
Machine learning and Artificial intelligence-based solutions are
items we are looking forward to.
As a means of being compliant with regulations, Industries are
implementing General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
The Data Protection Bill 2018 laws as a means of securing
customer and business data.

In order to address the security skills gaps requires a multipronged attack, targeting users, ICT staff and infrastructure.
It is known that people are the weakest link within the
organisation and we have implemented user awareness
trainings as a means of alleviating existing risks.
There is a dire need to train cyber security professionals even
in your industry, especially since the manufacturing industry
has been thought to attract low risk when it comes to cyber
security?
Although Manufacturing industries threat level may be
assumed to be lower compared to financial sectors, we strive
to exceed the minimum Cyber security requirements offered
by the governing bodies of the financial sectors. Industries
cannot afford to be lax and should invest in employing
strategies to minimize this risk
What are some of the things that happened in the past
year in the industry that indeed support this view?

With the cost of Cybercrime constantly increasing, industries
should work to reduce the amount by ensuring their data is
secured.
What are your expectations for 2019 with regards to
cyber security awareness and closing this skill gap?

A lot of companies are embracing use of Cybersecurity
awareness programs and this is good in the long run.
Embracing cyber security should be a basic necessity of our
education system, and should be a strategy supported by
industries and the governing bodies.
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Cyber Laws in Kenya
Computer Misuse and Cybercrimes
Act, 2018
Year Enacted: 16th May 2018
It has taken Kenya’s ICT sector close
to eight years to draft, review and
approve the cyber security bill which
was passed into law on 14th May 2018
by President Uhuru Kenyatta. This
law represents great milestones for
cybersecurity professionals within the
country as follows:
•

06

•

DID YOU KNOW?
Cyber law is the area of law
that deals with the Internet’s
relationship to technological
and electronic elements,
including computers, software,
hardware and information
systems (IS)?
Wikipedia

•

•

The law provides a framework
for prosecuting cybercrime in
Kenya.
Standard Definition and
Procedures: Whereas previously
we did not have standard
definition of what qualifies as
cybercrime such as publishing
of fake news, unauthorized
interception, Cyber bullying,
and unauthorized access. The
cybercrime bill, provides a clear
description of offences that
qualify as cybercrimes and goes
further to provide law with
procedures that they need to
follow during investigation of
these crimes. It also gives the
Kenya Judiciary a benchmark on
how to treat different instances of
cybercrime.
Standard Penalties: The law
defines penalties for cybercrime,
the toughest being KES. 25
million fine or 20 years in jail
for offences involving protected
computer systems. Child
pornography also carries a heavy
fine of KES. 20 million or 25
years jail time.
Mobile money fraud has been
addressed.

Cybercrime bill: Freedom of Speech,
privacy violations, censorship
Top concerns from the public with
regards to this law was vagueness
of terms particularly those that
impact citizens data privacy and the
possibility of leveraging this vagueness
to eavesdrop on citizens. This matter
is still being addressed by the High
Court of Kenya.
Overall, the bill aims to boost security
and Kenya’s cyber health. No law
in its inception is perfect and we will
need to constantly adjust it until it fits
into our moral and ethical fabric as a
country.

Enforcement of cybercrime bill
Implementation of any laws is the
most strenuous work. Limited
Technical skills is a key hindrance to
effective implementation of these laws.
Cybersecurity is a new field in Africa
and even more so for the stakeholders
involved in implementing the
Cybersecurity bill. Law enforcement
and judiciary will need advanced
training and upskilling to bridge the
skill gap and ensure that they can be
able to implement the law.
See appendix for the detailed Cybercrime law
penalties and Procedures.

Data Protection Bill, 2018
Have you ever wondered why you
receive promotion texts from say
Supermarket X yet you’ve never
subscribed to it? Well, selling of
personal data has become big business
in Kenya, particularly all the phone
number, Identification Numbers and
email addresses that we leave at the
front desk.
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The bill aims to protect personal data of Kenyan citizens. It seeks to hold
companies who collect, process or store personal data acquire the relevant
permissions before they do so.

07

DID YOU KNOW?

Top Issues Addressed
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Right to protection of privacy
Collection of personal data
Quality of information
Rights of the data subject
Duty to notify
Data processing
Protection and security of
personal data
Notification of security
compromises

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

The High Court suspended
sections of the Cybercrime law.
This was after complains from
various stakeholders, mainly
bloggers, who disputed that the
law contains provisions which
deny, infringe and threaten
freedom of expression, right
to privacy.

Access to data
Correction of information
Retention of information
Misuse of information
Commercial use of data
Use of unique identifiers
Interference with personal data

Nation media article by
MAUREEN KAKAH

Industry Specific Regulations
Industry Specific Laws

Year Enacted

Top Areas Covered

SASRA Guidelines on Cyber
Security Risk Management

2018

These guidelines set the minimum standards that DTS’ should adopt to develop effective
Cybersecurity governance and risk management frameworks.

CBK Guidance Note on
Cybersecurity

August 2017

zzGovernance – Roles of the Board of Directors,
zzRole of Internal Auditors
zzRole of Risk Management Function
zzRole of External Auditors
zzOutsourcing
zzTraining/Awareness
zzReporting of cyber security incidents

Guidelines on Cybersecurity
for Payment Service Providers

Draft – August 2018

zzCategories of Payment Service Providers
zzGovernance of PSPs
zzGeneral Risk Management Requirements for PSPs
zzDependency Risk Management Strategies & Cyber
Internal Dependency Management
External Dependency Management
Incident Response and Cyber Resilience
zzRegular Independent Assessment and Testing
Role of Risk Management Function
Role of Internal Audit function
Role of External Auditors
zzOutsourcing
zzTraining/Awareness
zzReporting of Cybersecurity incident

Sacco Societies Regulatory
Authority Guideline on
Risk Management Practices
For Deposit-Taking Sacco
Societies

June, 2015

Senior Management and CISO

Resilience

zzOverview of Risk Management Framework Requirements
zzStrategic Risk Management
zzCredit Risk Management
zzOperational Risk Management
zzInformation and Communication Technology Risk Management
zzLiquidity Risk Management
zzMarket Risk Management
zzCompliance Risk Management

2018
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Industry Player Perspective
victor Kopiyo

Partner, Advocate, Lawmark Partners LLP

Kenya’s Policy and Legislative Framework for Cybersecurity

Kenya is yet to embrace an enabling policy and legal framework for
cybersecurity. The current ICT Policy was adopted in 2006, while the sector law,
the Kenya Information and Communications Act was enacted in 2009. Whereas
the government has made significant strides in developing new policies and
legislation, its disjointed approach towards cybersecurity remains of concern.
For example, the draft ICT Policy developed in 2016 is yet to be adopted. The
Senate and the Ministry of ICT are working at cross-purposes by developing
similar bills on privacy data protection. Further, despite the enactment of the
Computer and Cybercrimes Act, 2018, the constitutionality of its provisions has

been challenged in court for violating human rights. Moreover, key policies such
as the ICT Master plan, 2014 - 2017 and the National Cybersecurity Strategy
2014, have suffered poor implementation and remain in dire need of review.
As the country embraces digital technologies, cybersecurity concerns and
challenges have become mainstream, and therefore call for responsive policy
and legislative frameworks. The confidence and integrity of information systems
will be strengthened not just by technology, but by robust laws, policies and
strategies developed, coordinated and implemented through multistakeholder
approaches.

2018
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Top Trends and Priorities
for 2019

Looking into the crystal ball one thing is certain – cyber risk has become
a board room issue. The responsibility for your organisation’s cyber
risk posture has escalated to senior executive and board members;
understanding your position has never been more important and
awareness of external factors more necessary.

The board is now, more
than ever, focused
on understanding the
organisation’s cyber security
exposure in quantifiable
metrics.

The Serianu Cyber Intelligence team
has seen a number of trends develop
which may impact your organisation’s
operation and exposure to cyber risk
in 2019 as summarized below:

Growth in Lethal and Targeted
Malware
Malware attacks will continue to
grow, particularly locally developed
or re-engineered malware samples. In
2018, we identified over ten unique
samples of locally developed or reengineered malwares. We expect this
trend to increase in 2019. Attackers
will continue to evolve the malware
samples in order to by-pass the
traditional firewalls.

Attack-replication
Attackers will continue to utilize the
same techniques and indicators of
compromise to compromise multiple
organisations. Information sharing and
professional networking are therefore
a critical measure in 2019 to limit the
extent of damage.

Increase in Regulatory
requirements
Stricter enforcement has already
begun in Kenya with the enactment of
Cybercrimes bill, SASRA cyber risk
guidelines and CBK guidelines. We
anticipate that regulators will become
stricter with enforcement of the
regulations in 2019.

Increased use of outsourced/
Managed security services
Increased cyber-attacks across
organisations and limited staff skills
will lead to an increase in the adoption
rate of managed security services
solutions. We anticipate that banking
sector and Saccos will leverage on
Managed Security Providers expertise
to manage and secure their enterprise
security.

Use of Third Parties to exploit target
organisations
Vendor vulnerabilities have led to
devastating breaches in the past
few years. Ranging from mobile
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application developers, core banking
vendors or general supplies vendors.
The most used attack vector is
compromising vendor access to either
system of premises. Rogue vendors can
also collide with malicious attackers to
compromise an internal system since
they possess a good understanding of
the processes involved.

Continued Engagement from Board
and Shareholders
Now more than ever, these
stakeholders are focused intensely on
the importance of effective corporate
oversight and are increasing scrutiny
of oversight roles and responsibilities,
including the accountability of these
mechanisms for defending their
interests. Such stakeholder scrutiny
has prompted those with corporate
oversight responsibility to critically
review their own oversight roles and
operations and has led to increased
consideration of how to effectively
measure the performance of controls
within the organisation.

Growth in Cyber insurance
offerings
The global cyber insurance market
is expected to expand globally and
projected to grow to $5bn in annual
premiums by 2018 and at least $7.5bn
by 2020. Aon Kenya, one of the top
insurance companies, launched Cyber
Enterprise Solutions to help businesses
thwart cyber-attack incidences that
are potentially catastrophic in terms of
data loss and corporate espionage. We
anticipate that more players will join
the market and more organisations will
seek out Cyber Insurance Offerings.
As we embark on strengthening our
Cyber resilience, it is critical that we
identify what’s priority. Below are key
questions you need to answer going
forward.

•

•

•

•

What is my inherent risk profile?
Do I know all my risks, threats
and vulnerabilities?
What controls have I
implemented and are they
adequate?
What level of visibility do I
have into the effectiveness and
efficiency of the cyber risk
controls?
What is my organisations cyber
security exposure? Should I
purchase cyber insurance?

Cyber criminals are spending more
time understanding the inner workings
of their target organisations. Some
of them are investing heavily in
understanding the technologies and
processes these organisations have
deployed. It is no longer a question of
when but of how and what? 2019 is
the year of Cyber Risk Visibility, you
need to take the first steps to improve
your cyber risk resilience; measure
your cyber visibility, benchmark your
position against your peers start the
journey of continuous improvement.

Top Priorities for 2019
Breach and attack simulation:
Run simulated attacks to measure
the effectiveness of a company’s
prevention, detection and mitigation
capabilities.
Risk Quantification: Providing
measureable metrics on cybersecurity
posture and exposure values for the
organisation.
Board Engagement: Proactive
monitoring and tracking of
Cybersecurity Metrics.
Cybersecurity Awareness: Acquire
skills for anticipating, detecting and
containing cyber threats.
3rd Party Management: Monitoring
and tracking third-party access on the
network.
Security Architecture: Effective
design and configuration of network
systems for optimal security.
Threat Sharing: Keep abreast of
cybersecurity threats, attacks and
vulnerabilities within Africa.
Endpoint Security: Securing
end-user PCs from malware, data
exfiltration and vulnerabilities.
Privileged User Management:
Monitoring and tracking privilege
users/accounts for malicious
activities.
Policy Implementation: Enforcing
specific actions documented within
company policy.
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Industry Player Perspective
Nabihah rishad

Senior Risk Consultant, Serianu Limited

Today, organizations are taking a keen interest
in the impact of risky internet connectivity for
their businesses, employees and customers. This
is referred to collectively as cyber security- a
structured way of using computer software and
systems designed to monitor, detect and prevent
unauthorized access to computerized information.
In most cases this kind of access has turned out to
be mischievous.
Yet, while we can safely say that the rise is
commendable, it is still far too slow to make
a real impact. Since most sensible companies
have a business continuity plan as part of risk
management, it is emerging that several are yet
to stress-test their plans against emerging and
evolving cyber security threats.
The Board of Directors is in a position to push for
this actively, but unfortunately there is a severe low
appreciation of the need to include cyber security
risk as a key success factor for regular discussion.
As a result, many business leaders, including Chief
Executive Officers and Chief Information Officers,
are unable to ramp up cyber security risk to the
Directors, citing their low appreciation of the
gravity of exposure to internet connectivity without
a safety methodology that keeps criminals at bay.
Even though these issues may initially seem like
those that the management can deal with, there
is a well-developed school of thought that cyber
security is no longer just that within the purvey
of top management. The Board of Directors must
be consciously aware of the organization’s cyber
risk profile at any given time. Directors need to
possess a strong understanding about investment
in systems, personnel and continuous knowledge
about cyber security.

There is mounting evidence that cyber security is
now more of a strategic issue for the organization.
The degree of losses from cyber fraud and the
scale of attacks are rising with every passing
year. Indeed, available data shows that African
organizations lost nearly USD 210 Million in 2017
alone to cyber criminals.
Granted, many of the Board matters are driven
by regulators: from finance to insurance, human
resources and even corporate governance. So where
does cyber security come in?
It actually does on two fronts. The first is internal,
the second external. Internal means that each
Board has to finally find a way to measure and
present cyber security risk exposure and its
possible impact on the organization. Cyber security
is a strategic matter for the board because in
addition to financial losses, it is the source of major
reputational risk.
Fortunately, there is already a growing wave of
emerging regulation regarding cyber risk policies
due to piling insurance claims lodged as a result of
cyber security losses.
With a firm grasp of cyber security issues and the
risk profiling of their respective organizations,
directors are then able to focus on the impact- be
it legal, regulatory or financial consequences - of
cybercrime.
Is cyber security a complicated subject for
directors? Probably so. But courses can easily be
tailor – made with content simplified for their ease
of understanding as they usually come from diverse
back grounds. Other IT industry players have said
that the issue is a lack of a methodology that

gives directors a mechanism for evaluating and
assigning a value to the cyber security risks. This
was, the directors can possess a visibility on the
effectiveness of various controls implemented to
address cybersecurity within their organization.
The reality is that globally, board directors are
increasingly required to include cyber security as
a critical component of their overall role as a risk
oversight body chaperoning the management. Since
the Board of Directors typically owns the vision
of the organization, it therefore follows that each
member should have a depth of understanding and
appreciation about cyber security.
It is the responsibility of the board to make sure
that compliance requirements are met. Boards
must proactively manage cybersecurity and drive
the organization’s attention to and readiness for
cybersecurity risks. In order to understand and
appreciate the state of their organization’s risk
profile, they must implement a policy that guides
the frequency of evaluation, the shape and form of
its valuation and adopt a reporting style that is in
line with global best practice.
Fortunately, Kenya is seen as a pace setter on
matters information technology; and cyber security
is right up there. We look forward to more directors
taking up the mantle of and using modern global
best practice to show the way for their colleagues
to follow. In any case, Kenya is ready to embrace
this concept and the best way to do it is to have
the board and senior management include this
methodology when developing the ICT strategy.
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FRAUD EXPOSURES
FRAUD EXPOSURES
Mobile Fraud

Sim swaps, account takeovers,

Email Fraud

Spoofing, Phishing, bogus offers and business email compromise.

Transfer Fraud

Unauthorized transfer of funds from one account to another in the same or different financial institution.

Online Fraud

Makes use of the Internet and could involve hiding of information or providing incorrect information for the
purpose tricking victims out of money, property, and inheritance

IP THEFT EXPOSURES
Data Breach

Malicious access, copying, transmission, viewing of sensitive, protected or confidential data.

Unauthorized Disclosures

Compromise of classified information by communication or physical transfer to an unauthorized recipient.

Cyber-forgery (counterfeit)

Unauthorized input, alteration or deletion of computer data resulting to inauthentic data.

Brand Theft (Domain)

Changing the registration of a domain name without the permission of its original registrant, or by abuse of
privileges on domain hosting and registrar software systems.

SABOTAGE EXPOSURES
Data Hijacking

Uses malicious software aka ransomware that prevents users from accessing their system or personal files and
demands ransom payment in order to regain access.

System Tampering

Intentional modification of a system/technology in a way that would make them harmful to the system user.

Data Tampering

Deliberately modifying (destroying, manipulating or editing) data through unauthorized channels. Focus is on data
at rest.

Cryptojacking

Unauthorized use of a computer or connected home device by cybercriminals to mine for cryptocurrency.

DDOS

A large-scale DoS attack where the perpetrator uses more than one unique IP address, often thousands of them
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Cyber Visibility and Exposure
Quantification (CVEQ™)
Framework

The Serianu Cyber-Risk Visibility and Exposure Quantification
(CVEQ™) Framework is an innovative risk quantification approach that
enables organisations to measure and quantify their cyber security risk.
The Framework concepts are based on
the globally accepted Credit Scoring
Methodology - where a statistical
analysis is performed by lenders and
financial institutions to access an
entity’s credit risk based on four key
elements: Risk, Controls, Visibility and
Exposure.

08

DID YOU KNOW?
CBK Guidance note on
Cybersecurity requireS
organisations to define clear
metrics for measuring and
monitoring the performance
and effectiveness of cybersecurity program.

The Cyber Visibility Statements are
an effective way to continuously
measure your cyber security posture
across a range of key security
performance indicators. Measuring
control effectiveness is a key element
in any cyber security risk management
process.
The statements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inherent Risk Statement
Maturity Statement
Visibility Statement
Deficiency Statement
Incident Monitoring Statement
Exposure Statement

Inherent Risk Sco

The Inherent Risk S
exposure to risk that
activities, services, an
and collectively pose
categories include te
types, delivery chan
products and techno
characteristics, and e

The Inherent Risk P
the number of applic
risk level for all activ
majority of controls
Risk Level, the instit
Inherent Risk Profil

INHERENT RISK

Inherent Risk Sco

Legen

Weighti

Cyber Visibility and Exposure
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A Summary of the CVEQ™ Framework
An organisations cyber risk exposure is assessed across 4 Dimensions (Risk, Controls,
Visibility and Exposure), 14 Distinct Drivers and over 43 Quantifiable Levers.

Risk

Technology
Processes

Visibility

People

Exposure

Controls

Asset Controls User Controls

Risk Management
(Anticipate Risks)
Incident Management
(Respond to Incidents)
Vulnerability Management
(Detect Vulnerabilities)

Incident
Controls

Continuity
Controls

Fraud

IP Theft

Sabotage

Incident
Response

Performance and
Availability

Email Based Fraud

Data Breach

DDOS

Online Fraud

Counterfeit

System Outage

Wire Transfer

Domain Theft

Data Hijacking

Mobile Fraud

Unauthorized
Disclosure

Data
Manipulation

Asset Inventory
Malware

User Access
Management

Defenses
Configuration

Privileged Access Fraudulent
Management
Transactions

Operational
Considerations

Vulnerability
Management

Training &
Awareness

Disaster
Recovery

Monitoring
and Analysis

Malware
Defenses

Threat Management
(Contain Threats)

CVEQ™ DEFICIENCY STATEMENT
Cyber Security Balance Sheet
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.
Wakanda Financial Services Ltd

As at 31st March 2019

CVEQ™ INCIDENT TRENDING REPORT

CVEQ™ MATURITY STATEMENT
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement

DEFICIENCY COUNT

The Deficiency Statement
identifies deficiencies
(weaknesses or errors) in the
design or operation of cyber
security controls.

Component

No of
Incidents

Design

15

Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.

Description

Wakanda Financial Services Ltd

A deficiency in design exists when (i) a cyber security
control that is necessary to meet a certain objective
is missing or (ii) an existing control is not properly
designed.

For the period ended 31st March 2019

A deficiency in cyber
security control exists when
Control
Q1
Q2
Q3
Operating
10
A deficiency in operation exists when a properly
the design or operation of
designed control does not operate as designed, or when
How many instances of malicious code have
2
3
1
Control 1
a control does not allow
the person performing the control does not possess
been detected within a specific period of time
Maturity Posture:
Malware Controls
CVEQ™ VISIBILITY
STATEMENT
CVEQ™ BREACH EXPOSURE STATEMENT
management or employees,
the necessary authority or competence to perform the
Maturity Score: 1.33
by anti-malware systems?
control
effectively.
Cyber Security Balance
Sheet
CVEQ™ INHERENT RISK STATEMENT The organisation is cyber Informed.
in the normal course of
The organisation should implement processes
Report
How many instances of malicious code
that on your
4 organisation’s
2
1 cybersecurity posture.
performing
their
assigned
Significant
5
This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.
Report on your organisation’s cybersecurity posture.
were detected within a specific period of
an impact equivalent to 5% - 10% loss of revenues.
and execution
of malicious software
functions, to prevent or
CVEQ™ installation
INCIDENT
TRENDING
STATEMENT
time were automatically remediated Wakanda
by the
PROGRAM MATURITY LEVELS
The Cyber Program Maturity
Financial Services Ltd
For the period ended 31st March 2019
on all devices.
MaterialAs at 31st March
4 2019 This represents a risk that if not mitigated, can result in
detect cyber
organisation's anti-malware systems?
Wakanda Financial Services
Ltd breaches in a
Cyber Security Cash Flow Statement
Wakanda Financial Services LtdStatement indicates how an institution’s
As at 31st January
2019
an impact equivalent to 25% of the total revenue.
1. Ignorant
The organisation is falling well short of baseline security
timely basis.
behaviors, practices and processes
practices and thus neglecting its responsibility to properly
Report on your
organisation’s
cybersecurity posture.
How many invalid attempts to access user
3
4
2
Control
2
support cybersecurity preparedness
protect its IT assets.
Breach
Specific
Exposure
Posture:
accounts
have
been
detected
within
a
specific
Privileged Accounts
within the following four domains:
Breach Specific Exposure Score: 32%
Maturity Posture:
DEFICIENCY METRICS
time?
Inherent Risk Posture:
The organisation has a Moderate Exposure.
Wakanda Financial Services Ltd
For the periodperiod
ended of
31st
March 2019
Visibility
Score: implemented
risk management, vulnerability
2. Informed
The organisation
has generally
security
38% some The
ore: 1.78
organisation has Minimal Visibility.
The organisation has Minimal Inherent Risk.
The organisation should implement processes
best practices and thus making progress in providing
How many accounts have been locked out
3
2
1
management, incident management
and tools used to track/control/prevent/correct
sufficient protection for its IT assets.
within
a
specific
period
of
time?
Asset
Controls
User
Controls
Incident
Controls
Continuity
Controls
and threat management.
secure access to information according to the
EXPOSURE LEVELS
The
Breach
Specific elevated
Exposure
formal
determination
of which
persons, devices,
Deficiency Count
How
many
unauthorized
operating
5CYBER
3 SECURITY
2
CYBER
SECURITY
INCIDENT
TRENDING
LEVELS
The Incident Trending Report
3. Engaged
The organisation
has aVisibility
well developed
security program and VISIBILITY LEVELS
The Cyber
Statement
The maturity
is determined
INHERENT
RISKassessment
PROFILES
Statement shows the
computers, and applications have a need and
Statement
cyber risk
system
accountshelps
(localidentify
administrator/root)
is well positioned to further improve its effectiveness.
provides a summary5of cyber
indicates the effectiveness and efficiency
Low Exposure
The organisation has 0 - 25% cybersecurity risk
under each of the domains and getting
Design
4
3 visibility on
3
t an organisation’s
Current
Last on an
Description
right to access
information based
approved are exposure
currently configured
on the organisation's
Low Visibility
The organisation
has between 0 - 25%
through analysis
of an
exposure.
security incidents generated and
1. Least
institution
hasthe
verycontrols
limited use of
of implemented automated technical
a weighted The
score
based on
Month
classification.Month
the cybersecurity risk exposure.
nd products individually
systems
(by asset class
type)? industry data
4.
Intelligent
The
organisation
has
a
superior
security
program
and
is
organisation’s
controls,
technology.
Operating
2
3
3
2
reported by the security
operations
and
process
cyber
security
controls.
assessed which
is then used to get an
extremely
well
positioned
to defend
its IT
assets against
e to the institution. The
Minimal Visibility
The organisation has between 26% - 50% visibility
breach that
history
Moderate Exposure
The organisation has 25% - 50% cybersecurity risk
This represents an incident
needsand
to compromised
centre or other monitoring services.
2. Minimal
The institution
has limited
complexity in terms
identifies how these controls
advancedItthreats.
overall maturity
score. This
is
Critical 3
33
45
echnologies and connection
on the1cybersecurity risk exposure..1
What
is
percentage
thescore
organisation’s
Significant
2
1
exposure.
Control
dataset
and more.of
The
is derived 40% 50% 55%
be remediated within
0 -the
3 months
of follows:
the technology it uses.
A cyber security incident is a
are performing in the operational
calculated as
business systems that have not recently been
nnels, online/mobile
Vulnerability Management
using our proprietary algorithm
Visibility
The organisation
has between 51% -2 75% visibility
5. Excellent
The organisation
has a comprehensive
IT security
program ModerateMaterial
warning that there may
be a threat to
1
1
0
environment.
These controls
are based
scanned by the organisation’s approved, SCAP
3. Moderate
The institution generally uses technology that
ology services, organisation
High Exposure
The organisation has between 50% - 75%
on the cybersecurity risk exposure.
This represents an incident
that needs
that has been incorporated as part of their culture.
which utilizes
antoempirical
model
to
Weighted Score
= somewhat
Sum (Weight
of in terms of volume
information
or
computer
security.
may be
complex
compliant,
vulnerability
management
system?
High
36
36
on 20 CIS controls broken down into
cybersecurity risk exposure.
The organisation should implement processes
external threats.
be remediated within
3 - 6 months
Statement Notes
determine
the true representation of
Control * No.
of Control)
and sophistication.
High
Visibility
The
organisation
has
more
than
75%
visibility
on
and tools used to detect/prevent/correct
four categories assets, users, incidents
What is the average percentage SCAP
30%
40% 45%
The warning
also be
cybersecurity risk
exposure.
an organisation’s
cyber risk level for
The the
organisation
The
organisation maintains
The organisation has
The could
organisation
hasthat a
Extreme Exposure
The organisation has more than 75% cybersecurity
Posture is determined by
security vulnerabilities in the configurations of
score
of to
each of the
and continuity controls.
4. Significant
The institution generally uses complex
This representsvulnerability
an incident that
needs
threat hasnot
already
occurred.
has not deployed
an inventory of all accounts
developed an incident
adequately
definedThreats
risk exposure.
different breach
Medium
42
48
devices
that are listed
and approved
inbethe
asset
cable statements in each
organisation’s
businessscenarios
systems? including:
technology
in terms of scope and sophistication.
MATURITY
METRICS
remediated
within
612
months
a Network Access
organized by authentication
response plan whichoris violations
an automated
backdown
up
are broken
inventory database.
sabotage, IP Theft and Fraud.
vities. For example, when a
Control solution
system.
updated annually.
procedure.
into the different areas including
5. Most
The institution uses extremely complex
s falls within the Moderate
however it has
This represents an incident that needs to
VISIBILITY
Cyber
Risk myriad products
Cyber and
Vulnerability
Cyber
IncidentMETRICS Cyber Threat
technologies
to deliver
Low
40
44
Dedicated personnel
for
Testing
of backup
is
malware,
user
access,
configurations,
implemented DHCP However, an automated
be remediated within
18 months
tution has a Moderate
How many
instances of fraudulent
3
4
1
Management
Management
Management
Management
Control 4
services.
process
for
revoking
system
incident
monitoring
have
done
biannually
however
EXPOSURE METRICS
privilege access etc.
logging.
transactions have been detected within
le.
Fraudulent Transactions
access by disabling accounts
not been identified.
the results are not
Maturity
Wakanda Financial Services Ltd

1.5

Score

K METRICS

1

1.3

People & Culture

Vulnerability

1
Management
People
2 Patch Management
2.33
External Dependency
2

1.33

Infrastructure

Factor Specific Risks

Monitoring

Connections

1

Mergers & Acquisitions
Staffing 1
Access and1 Data

3

Third Parties

1

2

Applications

2

Change Management
2 Training 2
Third Party
Policies and Procedures
Culture 1
1 Planning
Continuity

3

Channels

1

External Threats

2

Statement Notes
The organisation currently uses
Telnet which is an unsecure
connection. Guest and
corporate wireless networks
haven’t been segregated within
the organisation.

nd

Least

Minimal

ing

1

2

1

Event Detection

2

User Controls

30%

46%

1
1

Response and Mitigation

Incident Controls
Continuity
Controls
immediately
upon termination
or change of responsibilities
of
45%
an employee or contractor has
currently not been developed.

31.67%

Control
Specific Visibility
Risk Remediation
2

User Access
Asset Inventory
20%
Information Sharing Management
1
1
Privileged Access
Metrics and
1Configuration
35% 2
Controls
Management
Reporting

36% Incident Response

Performance and
35%
Availability

30%

documented.

STATUS DASHBOARD
Asset Management
Asset Inventory

The organisation should implement processes

Critical
High
Medium
and tools used to detect
and prevent fraudulent
transactions in the configurations of
transactional systems and databases.

2

2

3

a specific period of time by the fraud
monitoring systems?
Sabotage

IP Theft

Low

Exposure
How many
instances of fraudulent
4
3
33.12%
transactions
that were detected within a
Score
specific period of time were successfully
Breach Scenario Specific Exposure
investigated and resolved?

2

Fraud

37.83%

30%

4

Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing (VAPT) Versus Cyber-Risk Visibility and Exposure Assessment

1.67

Asset Inventory

Asset Controls
1.5

Visibility Score

Domain Specific Maturity Levels
Governance &

Strategy
Processes

Technology

ore

As at 31st March 2019

2

Vulnerability
Continuous
Management
Improvement

40%

Malware

25%

Training
&
1
Awareness

52%

Fraudulent
Transactions

20%

Operational
Considerations

50%

Monitoring and
Analysis

40% Disaster Recovery

45%
60%

Weighting

1

ModerateCyber Visibility
Significant
Most
and Exposure Quantification
(CVEQ™) Framework
4

2

3

The organisation utilizes The organisation
An incident response
Breach scenarios
Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework
Real-time network monitoringan active
Formal
processes are maintains
discovery
an inventory
procedure has been
incorporating new
and detection has not yet
in place devices
to resolve of all accounts organized
toolnot
to identify
documented however a
channels have not yet
been implemented within
weaknesses
connected
to theidentified by authentication system. crisis management team
been defined within the
the organisation. Incident
duringProcesses
penetration
network.
A dormant account
has not been developed
organisation.
handling procedures have beenfor testing.
removalCybersecurity
and
management process has
within the organisation.
documented but they have notquarantining
improvements
are
of assets
not been established.
yet been implemented.
discussed
at
high
level
by
from the network
havemanagement.
not yet been well

Measurable Optimized documented.
4

5
Legend

Weighting

Vulnerability Management

User Management

Unlike the one-time penetration tests, the cyber
resilience assessment enables simulation of various
complex attack scenarios on your organisation. The
assessment’s key value is that as opposed to penetration
testing and gap analysis services, the platform runs
ongoing testing of your Cybersecurity resilience.

The organisation has
The organisation has
not yet developed an
deployed an antivirus and
information security
antimalware tool however,
strategy. The Business
it lacks a formal log
Continuity plan was
management and review
The organisation is inupdated two years
The organisation
has no defined
ago.
process.
discussions with 1 party for a
information security personnel.
possible merger. There is high
There
is
minimal
management
level turnover in the number of
in cybersecurity
Not Implemented
Ad-hoc Defined
network administrators. Legend involvement
cultural awareness.

Configuration Controls
Malware

Statement Notes

Statement Notes

3

Threat Intelligence

Low Visibility

Minimal Visibility

Moderate Visibility

High Visibility

0 - 25%

26% - 50%

51% - 75%

Above 75%

5

3
4
Control 5
1
Performance
and3Availability
3
1

4
3
5

The organisation should implement processes
and tools used to detect, correct and prevent
performance and availability degradation in their
network
environment. 3
2
3

5

DDOS

What is the percentage
of the organization’s
Ransomware
3
business and network
systems that exceeded
Botnet
expected performance
threshold (CPU,
5
Memory and Storage)?
Misconfiguration

20% Data Breach
40% Copyright/Counterfeit
50% 55%
35%

40% Email Based Fraud

50%

25% Card Fraud

20%

45% Espionage

54% Online Fraud

35%

32% Data Tampering

60%

Money Transfer Fraud

25%

24%

Mobile Fraud

10%

How many instances
of system/
network were 65%
40% Online
45%Brand
55%
Rogue
Personnel
Theft
detected within a specific period of time were
Data Management
20% Unauthorized Disclosure
2 monitoring
detected by the
team?

The approach enables you to assess the full scenario of a
targeted attack against the entire organisation, evaluating
the organisation’s capability to identify and respond
to an attack, with a clear measure of the organisation’s
cyber resilience maturity.

User Access Management

3

4

5

3

Business Interruption

Training & Awareness

2

3

3

1

Statement Notes

3

The organisation has some instances
of poorly configured devices. Two
ransomware attacks were reported
within the previous year

Incident Response

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

3

2

2

Fraudulent Transactions

4

4

5

Monitoring and Analysis

1

1

2

3

Performance and Availability

3

5

2

Weighting
4

Operational Considerations

4

3

3

2

Disaster Recovery

2

1

2

1

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

The organisation has had confidential
information leaked through social
media during the last month. They
have also been a victim of domain
theft however it was contained within
a short duration.

LE - Low Exposure MoE - Moderate Exposure HE - High Exposure EE - Extreme Exposure
0 - 25%

25% - 50%

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

e Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

Cyber Visibility and Exposure Quantification (CVEQ™) Framework

10%

The organisation offers wire
transfer services as well as card
services. They recently introduced
a mobile application that enables
their customers to perform mobile
based transactions.

4

Legend

Continuity Management

Payroll Fraud

15%

Privileged Access Management

Incident Management

24%

50% - 75%

75%+
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Appendix
Penalties
Crime

Penalty In Cash

Penalty In Jail

Unauthorized Access To Computer Data

500,000

3 years

Unauthorized Modification Of Computer Data

200,000

2 years

Damaging or Denying Access To Computer Systems

5,000,000

3 years

Unauthorized Disclosure Of Access Code

250,000

3 years

System Interference

250,000

3 years

Illegal Devices

1,000,000

3 years

Unauthorized Receiving Or Giving Access To A Computer Program Or Data

500,000

2 years

Computer Forgery

10,000,000

10 years

Computer Fraud

5,000,000

10 years

Unauthorized Access To Protected System

1,000,000

5 years

Child Pornography

20,000,000

25 years

Hate Speech

1,000,000

5 years

Cybersquatting

500,000

5 years

Cyberstalking

300,000

5 years

Phishing

5,000,000

7 years

Spamming

500,000

3 years

False Publication

5,000,000

2 years

PROCEDURES AND INVESTIGATIONS
Powers of Access, Search
and Seizure

The court may issue a warrant authorizing a police officer or lawful authority, to enter any premises to access, search
and seize the thing or computer data.

Preservation Order

Lawful authority may apply to court for an order for the expeditious preservation of data that has been stored or
processed by means of a computer system.

Expedited Preservation

lawful authority is satisfied that there are grounds to believe that computer data that is reasonably required for the
purposes of a criminal investigation is particularly vulnerable to loss or modification, the police officer may, by written
notice given to a person in control of the data, require the person to ensure that the data specified in the notice be
preserved for a period of up to ninety (90) days as specified in the notice.

Disclosure of Data

A police officer or lawful authority may, for the purpose of a criminal investigation or the prosecution of an offence,
apply to court for an order for the disclosure of all preserved or specified data stored or processed by means of a
computer system.

Production Order

Where the disclosure of data is required for the purposes of a criminal investigation or the prosecution of an offence, a
police officer or lawful authority may apply to court.

Collection of Traffic Data

If a court is satisfied on the basis of an application by a police officer or lawful authority, supported by information on
oath, that there are reasonable grounds to suspect or believe that traffic data associated with a specified communication
is reasonably required for the purposes of a criminal investigation, the court may order a person in control of such data
to collect or record traffic data.
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Interception of Traffic Data

If a court is satisfied on the basis of an application by a police officer or lawful authority, supported by information
on oath, that there are reasonable grounds that traffic data is reasonably required for the purposes of a criminal
investigation, the court may authorize a police officer or lawful authority to collect or record traffic data.

Obligation To Report Data
Loss

All public or private corporations processing personal data shall as soon as practicable report any security breaches
resulting in theft, loss or misuse of data to the police.

Interception of Content
Data

If a court is satisfied on the basis of an application by a police officer or lawful authority supported by information on
oath that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the content of electronic communications is reasonably required
for the purposes of a criminal investigation, the court may order a service provider whose service is available in Kenya
through application of technical means to collect or record or to permit or assist competent authorities with the
collection or recording of content data.

Forensic Tools

If a court is satisfied on the basis of an application by a police officer or lawful authority, supported by information on
oath that in a criminal investigation concerning an offence under this Act, there are reasonable grounds to believe that
essential evidence cannot be collected by applying other instruments and is reasonably required for the purposes of a
criminal investigation, the court may authorize the police officer or lawful authority to utilize a remote forensic tool
with the specific task required for the investigation and install it on the suspect’s computer system in order to collect the
relevant evidence

Duty To Cooperate

A person who is required to cooperate with police or lawful authority

Jurisdiction

The Kenyan courts shall have jurisdiction
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